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Abstract 
 

As part of the Stockholm City Line project a grouting design was conducted and documented 

during the planning phase, based on theoretical grounds. This comprehensive design is the first 

of its kind for a tunneling project in Sweden. Due to the scale of the undertaking, the general 

design was ordered by the Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket) to apply for the pre-

grouting operations at the City Line’s rock tunnels. During the local design however, the 

grouting work developed differently within each sub-project from what was prescribed by the 

original design.  

 

This thesis project was carried out in cooperation with Trafikverket and concerns subjects related 

to the general grouting design for the City Line. The emphasis is on describing the general 

design, its theoretical background, and further to investigate what modifications were made 

during the local design. It was also to discuss the reasons and justifications for the changes at 

each sub-project. A detailed analysis of the grouting results at chosen sub-projects of the City 

Line has been performed, including: 

 Vasatunnel & Odenplan 

 Norrmalmstunnel 

 Norrströmstunnel 

 Södermalmstunnel 

 

The evaluation of results featured a calculation of sealing effects for the track tunnels at the 

different sites, which were then compared to the inflow requirements set by the Swedish 

Environmental Court. Further, a section of each sub-project was analyzed with respect to both 

pumping time and grout consumption. In total 96 pre-grouting fans, including approximately 

2900 grouting holes were analyzed for this purpose. The goal was to identify the most 

economical method of grouting at the City Line, which still met all the demands regarding 

inleakage.  

 

The performed study showed that for all sub-projects the local grouting proceedings evolved 

considerably, although to varying extents, from the originally designed grouting concepts. In 

general the designed concepts were quite conservative, and not entirely applicable for grouting at 

large parts in its unchanged form. However they were hugely beneficial as excellent basis for 

local modifications made considering site specific conditions. 

 

Performed calculations showed that the grouting works at all the sub-projects provided sealing 

which fulfilled the requirements set by the Environmental court. However the pumping times 

and material consumption were different between all of them, which provided a basis for a 

discussion on how economical the grouting was at each site. 

 

If documenting of grouting methods and designs is carried on in future tunneling projects, 

especially of similar scale as the City Line, the knowledge gained can be transferred from one 

project to the next. Thus consistently building up further understanding on the complexities of 

hard rock grouting. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

I anslutning till förprojekteringen av Citybanan-projektet i Stockholm genomfördes den första 

dokumenterade dimensioneringen av förinjektering för ett större tunnelprojekt i Sverige baserat 

på teoretiska grunder. Denna dimensionering beställdes av Trafikverket för att fungera som en 

utgångspunkt för förinjekteringen på Citybanans bergtunnlar. I samband med 

detaljprojekteringen och byggfasen av de olika delprojekten inom Citybanan, utvecklades 

förinjekteringen emellertid olika.  

  

Detta examensarbete genomfördes i samarbete med Trafikverket och behandlar frågeställningar 

relaterade till det injekteringskoncept som togs fram i samband med förprojekteringen. 

Tyngdpunkten ligger på att beskriva den ursprungliga dimensioneringen av förinjekteringen, 

dess teoretiska bakgrund samt vilka ändringar som genomfördes under detaljprojektering och 

byggfasen inom de olika delprojekten. Vidare diskuteras orsakerna och motiveringarna till de 

utförda förändringarna inom varje delprojekt. Därutöver genomfördes en detaljerad analys av 

resultaten från injekteringen vid de utvalda delprojekten inom Citybanan. Följande delprojekt 

ingick i analysen: 

 Vasatunneln och Odenplan 

 Norrmalmstunneln 

 Norrströmstunneln 

 Södermalmstunneln 

  

Utvärdering av resultaten innefattade en beräkning av tätningseffekterna för spårtunnlarna vid de 

olika delprojekten, vilka sedan jämfördes med tätningskraven som har fastställts av 

Miljödomstolen. Vidare analyserades en del av varje delprojekt med avseende på både pumptid 

och konsumtion av injekteringsbruk. Totalt analyserades 96 injekteringsskärmar som inkluderar 

cirka 2900 injekteringshål. Målet var att identifiera den mest ekonomiska metoden för 

injektering vid Citybanan som samtidigt uppfyller alla krav på inläckage. 

  

Den utförda studien visade att inom samtliga delprojekt vidareutvecklades det ursprungliga 

injekteringskonceptet i olika omfattning från det ursprungliga. Generellt var det ursprungligen 

utformade konceptet för förinjekteringen för konservativt och inte helt tillämplig för injektering 

på alla delar av Citybanan i oförändrad form. Men den utgjorde en bra bas för de lokala 

modifieringar som gjordes med avseende på platsspecifika förhållanden. 

  

Analysen av de utförda injekteringsarbetena visade att samtliga delprojekt uppfyllde de krav på 

tätning som fastställdes av Miljödomstolen. Pumptider och materialförbrukning mellan de olika 

delprojekten var emellertid starkt varierande. Resultaten från analysen utgjorde ett underlag för 

en diskussion om vilka injekteringsmetodiker vid de olika delprojekten som var mest 

kostnadseffektiva. 

  

Genom att dokumentera och analysera den dimensionering av injektering och 

injekteringsmetodik, såsom genomförts i detta examensarbete, i framtida större tunnelprojekt 

såsom Citybanan kan den erhållna kunskapen överföras från ett projekt till nästa. På så vis kan 

det konsekvent byggas upp en ökad förståelse och erfarenhet kring injektering i hårt berg. 
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𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛    𝜇𝑚   Minimum penetrable aperture width  

𝑏𝑑𝑖𝑚    𝜇𝑚   Dimensioning aperture width 
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I   𝑚   Grout penetration 
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𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥   𝑚   Maximum penetration length 

�̅�   𝑚
𝑠⁄    Mean hydraulic conductivity 
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𝑠⁄    Transmissivity 
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𝑠⁄    Maximum transmissivity 

𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙    𝑚2

𝑠⁄    Total transmissivity 

𝑡   𝑚   Thickness of the grouted zone 

𝑡𝐷   -   Dimensionless time 

𝑡𝑜   𝑠   Relative grouting time 

∆p   𝑃𝑎, 𝑏𝑎𝑟   Grouting excess pressure 

𝜃   -   Parameter for penetration analysis 

𝜇𝑔    Pa*s   Viscosity of grout 

𝜇𝑤    Pa*s   Viscosity of water 

𝜉   -   Skin factor 

𝜌𝑟    
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3⁄    Density of rock mass 

𝜌𝑔    
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3⁄    Density of grout 

𝜌𝑤   
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3⁄    Density of water 

𝜏0   𝑃𝑎   Yield stress of grout 
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Abbreviations 

RTGC Real Time Grouting Control 

VV Swedish Road Administration 

MWD Measuring while drilling 

TRV Trafikverket 

RMR Rock mass rating 

 

 

Illustrative definitions 

 

 

 

 

Direction of excavation 

Span of one fan 

Length of grouting holes 

Look - out Overlap between fans 

Idealized grouted zone 

Tip distance – c/c 

distance at the end of 

the fan 

Probing / Exploratory 

holes 

Idealized thickness of the 

grouted zone 

Grouting 

holes 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

The act of sealing or tightening of rock mass, by injecting cement based material or other suitable 

mix into fractures and openings in the rock has proven to be an important part of securing both 

economical and high quality construction of tunnels and caverns. In the case of underground 

tunnels, where the facility will go under water, either sea or groundwater level, grouting is essential 

in order to prevent large inflows of water.  

In recent years, the requirement regarding sealing of tunnels has increased, as more knowledge is 

gained in the field. The construction should cause as little disruption to the onsite ecology system 

as possible. Driving of tunnels under groundwater level can affect the balance at the site in form 

of settlements that can cause damage to the surrounding structures, i.e. if lowering in groundwater 

level occurs. This is especially relevant in urban areas. The grout material itself can also harm the 

immediate environment, by uncontrolled spreading, if the grouting procedure is not performed 

precisely or if unexpected geology is encountered.  

The rock mass is very difficult to map in detail, due to the complex interaction of fractures and 

joint systems with flow. It is thus difficult to establish an accurate scheme regarding material need 

and costs. The planning of grouting work for tunneling projects has often to fulfill strict 

requirements, regarding environmental impact, functional demands, and design.  

In the case of the Stockholm City Line project it was decided by Trafikverket (TRV) to produce a 

general design to have as a starting point for the local adaption later on. This is the first time this 

approach is used for a tunneling project in Sweden. The idea was to have a “production friendly” 

grouting applied at the Stockholm City Line.  

Much research has been done on grouting in recent years. All contribute to the potential of 

developing ways of optimizing the grouting work. The main question is how research and 

knowledge gained is put into practice. The path chosen for the grouting at the City Line to have 

the first ever documented design in Sweden, is promising. It can be referred to and studied, like 

here in this thesis, to facilitate a basis to be built on in future projects. The designed grouting 

concepts are based on a number of prior research projects. These include doctoral theses by 

Thomas Dalmalm (2004) on the choosing of grouting method based on sealing time prediction, 

Magnus Eriksson (2002) about the prediction of grout spread and sealing effect, and Johan 

Funehag (2007) on grouting of fractured rock with silica sol, based on penetration length. The 

basis for the design can also been found in books and scientific articles, such as those by Gunnar 

Gustafson and Håkan Stille (2005) on Stop criteria for cement grouting, Åsa Fransson and Gunnar 

Gustafsson (2005) on the use of Pareto distribution for assessment of fracture transmissivity, as 

well as Magnus Eriksson and Håkan Stille (2005) about cement grouting in hard rock.  

There has already been reviews on the pre-grouting works at the City Line, in connection to trial 

groutings performed in the access tunnel at Bangården in 2010. The purpose of the trial grouting 

was to optimize the grouting methods using Real time grouting control (RTGC) technique. Two 

reports have been published in association with the trials at Bangården. The first one by Mats 

Holmberg, Masakuni Tsuji, Björn Stille, Jalaledding Yaghoobi Rafi, and Håkan Stille (2013) 

called Optimization of the grouting procedure with RTGC method, based on the trial grouting at 

City Line in Stockholm. The second one by Holmberg, Tsuji, B. Stille and H. Stille (2012) named 

Evaluation of pre-grouting for the City Line project using the RTGC method. In addition to this, 

Holmberg and H. Stille (2008) also have reviewed the original concepts in a presentation called 

Feedback on the grouting concepts for Citybanan. A master thesis by Cecilia Eliasson (2012) on 

intensity concepts as tools in grouting evaluation, using data from the City Line is also available. 
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1.2 Objectives 
 

As mentioned before, due to the scale of the project, a general design for the grouting works at 

Citybanan was carried out based on theoretical grounds. Then during the actual grouting works 

the grouting procedures developed differently within each sub-project from what was prescribed 

by the general design.  

The objectives of this thesis project aim at: 

 Describing the general design, its background, theoretical basis, as well as the outline of 

the design. 

 Identifying what changes were made during the adaption of the grouting procedures 

between the planning stage and the construction stage. Further to describe the basis and 

reasoning for the modifications made at each sub-project. 

 Study the results of the grouting works performed at the different sub-projects of 

Citybanan. The focus is on inspecting if requirements regarding inflow are met, and also 

to analyze the efficiency in each case. The goal is to identify the most economical way of 

grouting for Citybanan. 

 

1.3 Methodology and limitations 

In order to achieve the aims and ambitions listed in sub-chapter 1.2, the following methodology 

is utilized. See also Figure 1. 

 Study of the originally designed grouting concepts and the modifications made 

throughout the construction period. This includes description of the strategy for the 

grouting works, theoretical background, and the eventual local adaptions to the design.  

 Interviews with experts on grouting, as well as persons working at the different sites of 

Citybanan. 

 In depth analysis of grouting protocols for chosen stretches in track tunnels for each sub-

project, including pumping times and volume consumed in the process. 

 Comparative analysis of grouting work between sub-projects, by finding comparable key 

parameters that will indicate the degree of success at each site. 

 Examine inflow measurements from weirs and see if requirements set by the 

Environmental court are fulfilled. 

 Determine sealing effects in the track tunnels of the different projects, by using inflow 

measurement from weirs. Comparing the results to the demands set before grouting. 

Due to the vast potential scope of the project certain limitations are made, without compromising 

the quality and validity of the assessment of the grouting work. The limitations relevant to the 

analysis are:  

 Actual on-site grouting work is not studied. 

 Data protocols used are assumed to be entirely correct and reliable. That includes 

registration of pumping time and volume for each grouting hole. 

 The contribution from the track tunnels in the total measured inflow from weirs are 

estimated, causing certain margin of error in the determination of sealing effect. 

 Degree of geological uncertainty and variation in the comparison of grouting results 

between sub-projects. 

 Inflow requirements can be reached through grouting, but also through concrete lining 

and drainage. Here only grouting is considered. 

 Variations in used grouting equipment capacity is not considered when comparing the 

grouting work between sub-projects. 
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Figure 1: Implementation strategy for this thesis project 

1.4 Disposition 

This thesis starts with an Introduction chapter, describing the goals and methodology which will 

be used to carry out the task at hand. In Chapter 2, a short presentation of the Citybanan project 

will be given as well as descriptions of the sub-projects that will be the topic of this thesis.  Chapter 

3 will feature a detailed explanation of the preliminary design of general grouting concepts. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic view on the disposition of this thesis. 

Chapter 4 will handle the local design and actual execution of the grouting work at the different 

sub-projects. There will be a discussion on the changes and modifications made from the original 

concepts and the reasons for the changes. Chapter 5 will feature the results from analysis of 

grouting work at the different sub-projects. The results are then compared between projects. The 

sixth chapter provides an in depth discussion of results as well as comment from interviews 

conducted. The final chapter contains the main conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis 

work. Note that throughout the first 4 chapters there will be some “Further knowledge” grey 

boxes to provide context to the material and theory relevant to this thesis, and the latest 

developments in the area. This can especially help persons who do not have much prior 

knowledge on grouting before reading. 
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2. A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO CITYBANAN 

2.1 General 
 

The Stockholm City Line (hereafter called 

Citybanan, which is its Swedish name,) is 

a huge project by Swedish standards, both 

in scale and complexity. The undertaking 

is a new approximately 6 km long railway 

that comprises of tunnels carrying 

commuter trains from Tomteboda to 

Södermalm where the connection to the 

Årsta railway bridge is located (see Figure 

3).  Thus the railway tunnels are built right 

under the central parts of Stockholm, 

demanding often special and complex 

technical solutions for the construction. 

 

The original railway transferring train 

traffic through Stockholm was taken into 

use in 1871, then comprising of two tracks. 

Since then no more tracks have been built 

until the appearance of Citybanan, 

although train traffic has significantly 

increased since then. In fact about 55 times 

the traffic it was in 1870’s (Sennerby & 

Pehrsson, 2012). Naturally this has created 

a bottleneck resulting in frequent delays in 

the railway traffic, not only affecting 

Stockholm but also whole of Sweden since 

most (80-85%) of the train traffic today, 

including long distance transport trains, 

pass through the Stockholm area (Sennerby & Pehrsson, 2012). Thus there has been huge demand 

for a project like Citybanan for the past 20 years or so, to facilitate, or in fact revolutionize the 

efficiency of the railway system in Sweden.  

 

In addition to the construction of tunnels, both concrete- and rock tunnels, two new underground 

stations are being built at Odenplan and Stockholm Station City. Altogether Citybanan consists 

of approximately 12,6 km of single- and double track tunnels, 1800 m of concrete tunnels, and 

5100 m of service tunnels and reinforcement work (Nilsson, Per-Anders, 2009). Total rock mass 

excavated when finished is estimated to be close to 1,5 million cubic meters, by method of 

drilling and blasting  (Swedish Rocky Journal, 2010). Preparatory works for Citybanan started in 

2006 and construction of main parts in 2008. The project is planned to finish and open for traffic 

in 2017. Most of the grouting work, which is the topic of this thesis was performed from 2011-

2013.  The total cost of Citybanan including the part Årstabron-Älvsjö was estimated as 16,8 

billion SEK based the pricing index at the beginning of 2007 (Banverket Investeringsdivisionen, 

November 2007).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: An overview map of Citybanan, from Tomteboda 

in the north to Stockholm Södra in the South (Banverket 

Investeringsdivisionen, November 2007). 
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2.2 Stakeholders 
 

There is a large number of different parties that are affected by the building of Citybanan. The 

word “stakeholders” involves all who are influenced, or contribute to the project both during the 

construction as well as the operational phases. The stakeholders can be divided into four 

categories according to (Banverket Investeringsdivisionen, November 2007):  

 

1. Society: Municipalities, government, parliament, politicians and citizens, economy, 

courts etc. 

2. Project partners: Stockholm county council, Stockholm transport authority, City of 

Stockholm. 

3. Banverket/Trafikverket customers: Transport operators, travelers, infrastructure 

managers etc. 

4. Suppliers: Consultants, contractors, technical and equipment suppliers. 

 

From the above it is evident that almost everyone living close to or will be using the Citybanan 

in the future can be classified as stakeholders.  

 

In Figure 4 below is a summary of the main capital providers in the project. The total budget was 

estimated as 16,8 billion SEK or 1,7 billion euros on the pricing of early 2007. The largest 

contributor, 1 billion euros, comes from the state through Trafikverket, the Swedish Transport 

Administration (STA). Counties and municipalities in the region contribute in total 200 million 

euros. The rest, around 500 million euros, comes from the City of Stockholm, Stockholm County 

Council and Stockholm Public Transport (Sennerby & Pehrsson, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 4: Contributors in the financing of the Citybanan project. Based on: (Sennerby & Pehrsson, 2012) 

 

2.3 Sub-projects and contractors 
 

Due to the scale of the Citybanan project, it was necessary to divide the whole stretch into sub-

projects. There are eight main sub-projects within the project, which can be seen both in Figure 

5 and Table 1. The sub-projects include concrete tunnels at Tomteboda, and Söderström which is 

mainly built on steel core piles under Lake Mälaren, between Riddarholmen and Söder 

Mälarstrand (Persson, 2013). Also a 1,4 km railway bridge at Årsta south of Stockholm. 
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Figure 5: On the left a presentation of all major parties involved in the design of Citybanan can be seen. 

That includes contractors, consultants etc. On the right figure the contractors hired to perform the 

construction of the main sub-projects are listed (Kruse, 2012).  

In the case of such a huge 

undertaking like Citybanan, there are 

large numbers of parties contributing 

to the design and construction. The 

main contractors are shown in Table 1 

as mentioned before. Aside from that 

there were different consultants hired 

to do the design of tunnel systems and 

so on. For example Ramböll which 

were the designers of the tunnels and 

ventilation, AF group handled track 

and electrical design and so on 

(Railway Technology, n.d.).  

Citybanan can be separated into three 

main parts. That is North, City and South. The project is then further divided into eight major 

sub-projets. In this thesis the focus is on four of the eight sub-projects. That is the rock tunnels: 

Vasatunnel and Odenplan (North), Norrmalmstunnel (City), Norrströmstunnel (City), and 

Södermalmstunnel (South). A short presentation of each of the four projects can be seen below.  

Vasatunnel & Odenplan 

The Vasatunnel part of the project stretches from stations 31+080 – 32+250 (1170 m) under 

Vasastaden before Odenplan station is reached. The Odenplan part, including a new underground 

station to replace the current station at Karlberg, spans the remaining 700 m of the sub-project 

Vasatunnel & Odenplan, or between stations 32+250 – 32+950. The new station at Odenplan 

will be built below the Odenplan subway (sv: tunnelbana).The Vasatunnel originates at the end 

of the Tomteboda tunnel in the North and ends at Obervatorielunden in the South. The contractor 

hired for the project construction is the German originated construction company Bilfinger 

Table 1: Division of Citybanan into sub-projects according to 

TRV. 
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Berger. The contract with Bilfinger includes among other excavation and building of track 

tunnel, cross tunnels, service tunnel, access tunnel at Tomteboda and a work tunnel situated at 

Norra Stationsgatan. Bilfinger also is the contractor for the connection of Stockholm Södra to the 

railway going to Årsta in the South. The majority of excavated rock masses will be transferred 

out through the work tunnel at Norra Stationsgatan, in total around 500.000 cubic meters of 

material. 

Norrmalmstunnel  

 

Extends between Observatorielunden in the north, and Gamla Brogatan in the south. In terms of 

the project the tunnel spans between stations 32+950 in the north and 33+922 in the south. The 

contract made between the client TRV and the Austrian originated contractor Strabag, is a 

construction contract with design responsibility for constructional works. The planned 

construction period was between February 2010 and October 2013, approximately 45 months. 

Total rock excavated is approximately 250.000 m3. The tunnel crosses other existing subsurface 

structures in a few places. For the grouting work this often meant shorter rounds, smaller look-

outs, and lowered grouting pressures in those areas. Among the constructional works that the 

contract comprises of are (Summary of contract – Norrmalsmtunnel, ID: 9515-00-025-002): 

 

 Rock excavation for rail tunnels and service tunnel between Sections 32+950 and 

33+920. 

 Rock excavation for secondary areas and ventilation shafts. 

 Rock reinforcement and rock grouting. 

 Constructional building works including responsibility for design. 

 Drainage, and wastewater works. 

 

Norrströmstunnel 

 

The tunnel stretches between Gamla Brogatan just north of the Central Station and 

Riddarholmen (Swindell, Holmberg, Rosengren, & Matérn, 2013). The boundaries of the 

contract are 33+950 to 35+023, beginning where Norrmalmsstunnel left of. The construction 

takes place partly underwater from Tegelbacken to Riddarholmen. The contractor responsible for 

Norrströmstunnel is NCC, Swedish originated and one of the largest construction and 

development companies in the Nordic region. The contract works were designed by WSP 

Sverige AB. The Norrström contract comprises mainly of rock and concrete work, as well as 

wastewater facilities. That includes construction of track, new underground station, service 

tunnels and production tunnel at Vattugaraget along the stretch, as well as connection to existing 

underground subway station at T-centralen. The new station will be built under T-centralen and 

the current blue tunnalbana line, approximately 40 meters under the bedrock level (Scope of 

Works, Norrström tunnel (2007), Banverket Investment Division). 

 

Södermalmstunnel 

 

Södermalmstunnel will be 570 meter long, extending between Högbergsgatan on Södermalm and 

Söder Mälarstrand. The stretch (in stations) is 35+460 – 36+030. The tunnel is built running 

parallel to the existing Södra tunnel, where the railway traffic under Stockholm is currently 

passing through. The contractor on the sub-project is Züblin, a German constuction company 

which has been involved in the Swedish market since 2005. The contract with Züblin consists of 

building of  track- and service tunnels, as well as access tunnel at Söder Mälarstand and 

Fatburstunnel access tunnel. The tunnels will mainly be excavated in rock, except for a short 

spell under Maria Magdalena church where a concrete tunnel will be built due to the absence of a 

rock cover in the area. All rock excavated will be transferred away through the access tunnel at 

Söder Mälarstand (Banverket Investment Division, 2009).  
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3. PRELIMINARY GROUTING DESIGN AT CITYBANAN 

3.1 Strategy for the grouting works 
 
The design for grouting operations at Citybanan is special in the sense that general grouting 

concepts were designed and documented based on a theoretical grounds for the first time. In fact, 

normally there has been no design method applied at all in prior tunneling projects in Sweden.   

 

Trafikverket decided early on in the planning phase that it wanted a general design, or a 

“baseline” for the grouting works from early stage, which was then to be somewhat adapted in 

the local design based on more site specific conditions. 

 

In this chapter the development of the preliminary grouting concepts at Citybanan will be 

accounted for and described. Beginning at the early planning phase in 2007, all the way to the 

completed design of the concepts during late 2008. 

 

3.1.1 Early workgroup establishment 
 

Prior to Citybanans construction phase there existed a rough grouting outline which originated 

from early planning phases. Proposal for guidelines during the design of grouting works for 

track- and service tunnels had also been established. However it was noted that the production 

perspective had received far too little attention. Questions as well as previous experiences from 

other projects, e.g. the South Link, needed to be addressed.  

 

For this purpose a workgroup was put into force within Trafikverket management. The objective 

was to form a wide overview for grouting operation at Citybanan, including production 

perspectives, Environmental court rulings, and results from geological investigations. The 

eventual goal of the workgroup was to form a strategy leading to complete design guidelines and 

standardized concepts for grouting. At the start of work the group listed a number of ambitions 

that the grouting strategy was intended to fulfill. These goals are presented in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6: The ambitions of the grouting strategy as put forward by the workgroup at Trafikverket. Based 

on (Injekteringsstrategi 2007). 
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The tools utilized for the work was based on previously accumulated experience, risk analysis, 

and Life Cycle Cost analysis (LCC). The intent of the LCC (120 operating years simulated) was 

to study what costs and consequences would arise from insufficient grouting and poor sealing of 

the rock tunnels. From that the critical areas, where environmental effects produce need for high 

sealing effect, could be identified. As well as normal areas where environmental consequences 

are less dangerous. Areas where infiltration of groundwater would possibly be needed were also 

identified, and mapped to aid the future development of a grouting concept. 

 

The reporting’s of this early workgroup comprising of personnel within Trafikverkets team of 

project leaders will not be further accounted for here. For more in depth reading, a referral is 

made to document Injekteringsstrategi dated from 2007-06-28, available at Trafikverket.  

 

3.1.2 Complete grouting strategy 
 

In order to carry on the work of the workgroup a team of external experts on grouting were hired 

to complete the grouting strategy as well as designing general grouting concepts for Citybanan. 

Part of the work carried out by the experts is reported in document 9563-13-025-003 (Strategi 

för Injekteringsarbeten) dated 2008-08-26. In that document Magnus Axelsson, Magnus 

Eriksson, Peter Wilén, and Ulf Sundquist are listed as the “performers” or designers. The 

following text below (and in next sub-chapters) is a summary of their work. 

 

The aim of the strategy was to report the overall conditions present along the full stretch of 

Citybanan, with respect to assessment of inleakage and expected grouting need. The scale of 

which the grouting shall be conducted is hard to determine due to interaction of many different 

factors, such as surrounding underground structures, properties of the rock and above soil layers, 

and acting groundwater pressure. The water balance of the surrounding area needs to be 

examined to ensure that leakage into the underground facility will not affect the groundwater 

level. A special goal of the design was to develop methods and concepts that would produce c.a. 

25 % lower inleakage values than the requirements presented in the documentation from the 

Environmental court. This can be called a safety margin for the grouting work. 

 

Along the stretch of Citybanan there are areas comprising of clay where buildings and structures 

are sensitive to settlements due to lowering of groundwater table are present. Areas that need 

special attention w.r.t. settlements, due to risk of possible damage to expansive and valuable 

structures are mainly: 

 The City area 

 Quarters north of Vasaparken 

 Södermalm, Fatbursparken 

 

For a number of areas permanent infiltration of groundwater is necessary to counteract otherwise 

unacceptable damages to structures. Few areas along the section Tomteboda – Riddarholmen 

required artificial infiltration. Permanent infiltration to withhold groundwater level will impose 

significant extra cost during the operating phase because the water needs to be purchased from 

Stockholm Vatten. This applies to the following areas in the North part of the project where 

permanent infiltration of groundwater was planned via individual wells: 

 

 Norra station, 10 l/min 

 Areas north of Vasaparken, 40 l/min 

 Odenplan, 20 l/min 
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The total magnitude of infiltration for the City area was estimated to be around 300 l/min. 

However in some of those areas the circumstances are such that increased operational costs will 

not be imposed, compared to setting up of wells.  

 

The total inleakage values for the track tunnel part Tomteboda – Riddarholmen according to the 

documents presented to the Environmental court can be seen in Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Anticipated incleakage for the part Tomteboda – Riddarholmen according to Environmental 

court documents. 

 
 

The allowed inleakage for the stretch presented as leakage per 100 meters tunnel, as well as the 

mean groundwater table at each location, can be seen in Figure 7 below. 

 

 

Figure 7: Allowed inflow of water to the underground facilities along the stretch Tomteboda – 

Riddarholmen per 100 m tunnel (upper figure), and per tunnel tube (lower figure). The measured 

groundwater table is also presented (Strategi for injekteringsarbeten, 2008). 

Figure 7 shows the allowed inflow per 100 m taking all structures into account, while the lower 

part shows the inflow per track tunnel tube(relevant if the water from the stations is allowed to 

flow down into the track tunnel).  

 

For the track tunnel at Södermalm the court documents estimate the total inleakage as 460 l/min 

during the construction phase and 110 l/min for the operation phase. It should be noted that the 
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construction phase includes a cut and cover (shallow) tunnel part, also a passage going under 

Maria Magdalena church, located at Bellmansgatan on Södermalm, where no rock cover is 

present for a passage of 20 m. Thus for the rock tunnels only the 110 l/min during the operation 

phase is relevant. The allowed inflow per 100 m tunnel can be seen in Figure 8.  

 
Figure 8: Profile view of the Södermalm part of Citybanan. The figure shows the groundwater level as 

well as allowed inflow of water per 100 meter tunnel, for Södermalmstunnel (Strategi for 

injekteringsarbeten, 2008).. 
 

Geological survey, including investigations from core boreholes, was carried out in order to 

determine the geological conditions present before the actual excavation and grouting began. The 

hydrogeological properties of the rock at different locations were established through water loss 

measurements in boreholes. A description on the process of water loss measurement, type 

Lugeon test, can be seen in the “Further knowledge” grey box below. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Þýða töflur á ensku ???? 

 

 

 

 

Table xx presents the main findings as interpreted through water loss measurements. The average 

transmissivity is around 1 ∙ 10−7𝑚2 𝑠⁄ , with variation of ±25 %. It should be noted that number 

of core boreholes where water loss was recorded is different between section, which makes the 

result less exact. Number of 3 m sections of rock with water loss is 25-45 %.  At Tegelbacken a 

very high number of water carrying sections, 63 %, however the measurements there had been 

based on section longer than 3 m.  

 

The Lugeon test  

 

 

 

 

The Lugeon (named after the Swiss geologist Maurice 

Lugeon) test is a way of evaluating the rocks ability to 

conduct water, i.e. the conductivity of the rock mass. From the 

conductivity the scale of grouting required can be determined. 

The rock material itself is considered impermeable, so the 

seepage occurs along discontinuities such as joints and 

fractures.  

 

The Lugeon test is an in-situ test is a constant head type test, 

where packers are used to isolate a portion of the borehole 

where water loss will be measured. Water is injected into the 

rock mass at a constant pressure through a pipe. The test is 

often performed in a few stages with different pressure magni- 

tudes. During the process both water pressure (P) and flow 

rate (q) are recorded per minute. Then conductivity for each 

stage can be calculated (Quinones-Rozo, 2010).  

 

The Lugeon value is calculated using the below equation 

𝐿𝑢 =
𝑞

𝐿
∙
𝑃0
𝑃

 

If a reference pressure of 1 MPa (𝑃0) is used, for 1 m borehole 

for 1 min the Lugeon value is 1𝐿𝑢 = 1,6 ∙ 10−7. Hydraulic 

conductivity can then be estimated as:  

𝑘 = 𝐿𝑢 ∙ 1,6 ∙ 10−7𝑚 𝑠⁄  

Lastly the relationship 𝑇 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐿 can be applied to determine 

the transmissivity of the rock mass locally. Where 𝐿 is the 

length of the inspected section. 

 

 

Figure 9: Common configuration of a Lugeon test 

(Quinones-Rozo, 2010).  
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Table 3: Results from water loss measurements at different tunnel areas of Citybanan (Strategi for 

injekteringsarbeten, 2008). 

 
 

Based on the transmissivity values measured (as in Table 3) and the inflow limit requirements 

from the Environmental court, an assessment on the inflow to each tunnel and necessary sealing 

effect could be made. The inleakage before grouting, allowed inleakage, and the required sealing 

effect is presented in Table 4 below:  

 

Table 4: Estimated inflow (liters/minute/100 m tunnel) into Citybanans track tunnels and required sealing 

(%) from the grouting based on transmissivity of the rock mass at the different tunnels (Strategi for 

injekteringsarbeten, 2008).. 

 
 

A study on if the requirements in Table 4 were met through the grouting performed, is conducted 

in chapter 5 of this thesis. The inflow is calculated according to Equation 3 shown ins sub-chapter 

3.2.1. The sealing effect requirements is calculated according to:  

 

                                                             𝑆𝐸 =
𝑞𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑞𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑞𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
                                                       (1) 
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Taking for example the Vasatunnel: 

 

𝑆𝐸 =
(40,7 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ ) − (3 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ )

(40,7 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ )
= 93% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sealing effect requirements in Table 4 are general or average values taking the whole tunnel 

in each case. There will be sections within the tunnels that need more sealing efforts than other 

parts, and are thus more difficult to grout. Those are sections with highly water conductive 

zones, as well as frequent water bearing fractures and joints. Taking for example the Södermalm 

area which had two zones that would obviously produce high inflow. Those zones possessed no 

rock cover and demanded special grouting concepts.  

 

 

3.2 Designed grouting concepts 
 

The team of previously mentioned grouting experts devised two concepts for the grouting works 

in Citybanans tunnels, based on theoretical grounds that will be described in this chapter. The 

first concept (Concept 1) applies for “Normal areas”, i.e. areas with normal sealing demand and 

no planned infiltration. The second concept (Concept 2) applies for areas with high demand for 

sealing, and where infiltration is needed.  

 

The text and in this chapter is a summary of the two documented designed concepts, as well as 

some extra material from the author of this thesis to explain in more detail the reasoning behind 

the theory. The documents that are the basis for this sub-chapter are: 

 

 9563-13-025-001 Dimensionering av typinjektering: Koncept 1. Dated: 2008-08-26. 

 9563-13-025-002 Dimensionering av typinjektering: Koncept 2. Dated: 2008-08-26. 

 9563-13-025-003 Strategi för injekteringsarbeten. Dated: 2008-08-26. 

 

The accompanying figures relevant to the two designed concepts have also been extracted from 

the above documents. 

 

 

 

 

Difficulty degree of grouting  

 

 

 

 

 

The required hydraulic conductivity of the grouted zone as well as the required sealing efficiencey determine the 

difficulty level of the grouting works (Rafi, Design approaches for grouting rock fractures: Theory and practice, 

2013). Difficult grouting demands more pre-investigation than uncomplicated grouting.  

Table 5: Difficulty 

classes for 

grouting works 

(Based on Rafi, 

2013, originally 

developed by 

Håkan Stille, 

2011). 
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3.2.1 Theory 
 

In this sub-chapter the theoretical basis for design of preliminary grouting concepts is presented 

and explained. 

 

The inflow into a grouted tunnel can be formulated according to Equation 2: 

                                                      𝑞 =
2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ �̅� ∙ 𝐻

ln (
2 ∙ 𝐻
𝑟𝑡

) + (
�̅�
𝑘𝑔
) ∙ ln (1 +

𝑡
𝑟𝑡
) + 𝜉

                                 (2) 

where �̅� and 𝑘𝑔 are the average conductivities before and after grouting respectively divided by 

the length of the inspected zone or borehole. The skin factor, 𝜉, describes the local effects of 

closing of fractures induced by the close presence of the tunnel, resulting e.g. in higher stresses 

(Hernqvist, Fransson, & Vidstrand, 2008). Other parameters are defined in Notations at the 

beginning of this thesis. For inflow before grouting, we have �̅� = 𝑘𝑔 which simplifies Equation 

2 to: 

 

                                                            𝑞 =
2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ �̅� ∙ 𝐻

ln (
2 ∙ 𝐻
𝑟𝑡

) + 𝜉
                                                              (3) 

 

The hydraulic fracture aperture 𝑏ℎ𝑦𝑑, is calculated from the transmissivity according to the cubic 

law of flow:  

                                                            𝑏ℎ𝑦𝑑 = √
12 ∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝜇𝑤
𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝑔

3

                                                         (4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fracture aperture and the cubic law of flow 

 

Table 6: Inflow depending on aperture  

 

According to the cubic law of flow the 

transmissivity is defined as a constant multiplied 

by cubic aperture. From Table 6 it can be 

concluded that the vast majority of the flow 

occurs through a few large water bearing 

fractures in the rock mass. In fact 1 fracture of 1 

mm aperture produces the same flow as 1 

million fractures of 0,01 mm. Thus the effort 

should be put into finding those fractures and 

joints.  

Experience has shown that 80 – 100 % of all 

flow occurs due to few large fractures (Stille, 

Hydrogeology: Lecture Notes, 2013). 

 

Fracture aperture is defined as the perpendicular width of an open fracture. However this does not capture the 

actual behavior of fractures in a rock mass. Such as the roughness of the fracture wall, infill minerals etc. Thus it 

is hard to determine the exact aperture. In order to quantify flow of water through a fracture a so-called Parallel 

plate theorem has been used. This theorem leads to the appearance of hydraulic aperture 𝑏ℎ𝑦𝑑 (Task Geoscience, 

n.d.).  

The relationship between the hydraulic- and the physical aperture has been proposed as: 

 
𝑏ℎ𝑦𝑑

𝑏
 

3

= 1 − 0,9 ∙ 𝑒−0,56∙
𝑏
𝜎 

indicating that the diffrence between the hydraulic aperture and the physiscal aperture increases as the strandard 

deviation, 𝜎, becomes larger (Dalmalm, 2004). The relationship has also been formulated using the joint 

roughness coefficient of the rock mass, JRC (Stille & Eriksson, Cementinjektering i hårt berg, 2005) 

𝑏 =  𝑏ℎ𝑦𝑑 ∙ 𝐽𝑅𝐶0
2,5
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The allowed grouting pressure is restricted among other by the risk of hydraulic uplifting, or 

jacking. Equation 5 gives the maximum grouting pressure with respects to jacking as:  

 
                                                                   𝑝𝑔 ≤ 3 ∙ 𝜌𝑟 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝐻 − 2 ∙ 𝑝𝑤                                          (5) 

 

stating that the maximum pressure can be determined based on the weight of the rock under 

groundwater level and the amount of water pressure acting. 

 

The relative grouting time can be described by Equation 6:  

 

                                                                           𝑡0 =
6 ∙ ∆𝑝 ∙ 𝜇𝑔

𝜏0
2                                                       (6) 

 

The grouting time is proportional to the overpressure and the viscosity of the grout material, and 

inversely proportional to the yield shear strength of the grout material. From this the 

dimensionless grouting time is defined, 𝑡𝐷 = 𝑡
𝑡0⁄ , where 𝑡 is the planned grouting time for each 

case. Based on this the relative penetration length of grout in rock mass for two dimensional flow 

is presented in Equation 7.  

 

                                                                         𝐼𝐷 = √𝜃2 + 4 ∙ 𝜃 − 𝜃                                               (7) 
 

where 𝜃 can be called the penetration parameter and is dependent on the dimensionless grouting 

time:  

                                                                               𝜃 =
𝑡𝐷

2(3 + 𝑡𝐷)
                                                    (8) 

 

Thus the final penetration length of the grout can be found by Equation 9:  

 

                                                                               𝐼 = 𝐼𝐷 ∙ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                        (9) 
where: 

 

                                                                           𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
∆𝑝

2 ∙ 𝜏0
∙ 𝑏𝑑𝑖𝑚                                              (10) 

 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum theoretical penetration length dependent on the overpressure, yield shear 

strength of the grout material, and the dimensioning aperture of the rock mass. The dimension 

aperture is the fracture aperture that can be grouted, without any filtering occurring. 
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3.2.2 Concept 1  
 

The first grouting concept was developed for “normal areas” meaning areas where the rock 

conditions are quite favorable, the sealing effect required is within readily manageable range, 

and infiltration not necessary. The indata used is based on results from core boreholes and water 

loss measurements performed at Norrmalmstunnel area but the design can be transferred over to 

other section of Citybanan as well.  

 

Along the stretch of the Normalmstunnel, sections 32+950 – 33+922, 10 core boreholes were 

used and water loss measurement (Lugeon test) performed in each one. During the process one 

of the boreholes was proven to be too close to a older nearby tunnel, thus the Lugeon value was 

measured in 9 of the 10 boreholes. By using simple relations the Lugeon values could be 

calculated into conductivity. For each borehole the raw data measured was fitted with a log-

normal distribution to determine the median transmissivity, because experience has shown that 

transmissivities and fracture apertures tend to follow a log-normal distribution quite well 

(Dalmalm, 2004). Example of this process can be seen in Figure 11.  The median transmissivity 

of the whole section was calculated as 1,1 ∙ 10−7𝑚2 𝑠⁄ , and the maximum measured 

transmissivity was 1,6 ∙ 10−5𝑚2 𝑠⁄ . This method of evaluating water bearing capacity of the 

rock mass was also done for other sections of the Citybanan and has been presented in Table 3 

previously in this report. 

Jacking and Interaction between fractures 

 

 

 
 

 

For sufficient sealing of rock mass, fine fractures must 

be penetrated by grout to often long distances before the 

grout material starts to harden. In order to achieve this 

high degree of grouting pressure is often needed to 

surpass the in-situ stress present (Gothäll & Stille, 

Fracture dilation during grouting, 2008).  

 

 If the pressure applied exceeds a certain level or the 

weight of the rock mass, that can cause a uplifting and 

subsequent dilation of fractures. This process when 

fractures are opened by grout pressure is called jacking. 

Post-jacking behavior depends on the circumstances 

each time. The grout will flow with more ease in 

fractures when they are jacked and reach further. 

However water will also move more freely. It is known 

that grout will not always completely fill the finest 

fractures, due to grain size and more. The parts not 

sealed will then act as  clear passages for water, and 

possibly negate the extra sealing (Gothäll, Rock mass 

response during high pressure grouting, 2006).  

 

According to Göthall and Stille, 2009 high pressure 

grouting cannot be used to facilitate penetration in fine 

fractures in the presence of larger fractures. Meaning 

that the possibility of attjaining high sealing efficiency 

in bot fine and larger fracture simultaneously without 

unnecessesary penetration in the larger fractures is 

unreasonable with current grouting practice (Stille & 

Göthäll, Fracture fracture interaction during grouting, 

2009). 

 Figure 10: a) A scenario of circumstances created during jacking. The grout (grey) will penetrate the fracture 

under high pressure, causing both the rock mass and the adjacent fracture to deform (Göthall, 2006).                  

b) Maximum normalized grouting pressure (jacking pressure) shown as a function of normalized grout spread. 

Presented both for the ultimate limit state and the acceptable limit state, calculated when pore water pressure is 

zero (Rafi, Design approaches for grouting rock fractures: Theory and practice, 2013)    

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 11: Example showing evaluation 

of transmissivity by fitting of data to 

log-normal distribution, from borehole 

04W_21KB.  

 

 

 

    

 

        

Determination of inflow before grouting was carried                                                                                   

out by utilizing Equation 3. The indata for the 

calculation is shown in Table 7. This amounts to 

inflow of 24 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ .  

Dimensioning inflow requirement is specified 

according to the application to the Environmental 

court . The sections appearing in Table 8 below are 

valid for stations 31+900 – 34+500. This strecth of 

2022 m applies for both the Normmalmstunnel and 

the Norrströmstunnel. The demand in terms of the 

rock tunnel at Norrmalm, section 31+900 – 33+922, 

is presented in the lower part of Table 8.  The beforementioned table shows limitation of inflow 

during both the construction- and operating phase.  

 

An average (31+900 – 33+922) amount of allowed inflow is 4,7 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛 100𝑚⁄⁄  during the 

contruction phase and 4,1 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛 100𝑚⁄⁄  during the operating phase. In the grouting strategy for 

the design concepts a so-called safety margin of 25 % was established. Keeping that in mind the 

dimensioning value was chosen as 3,0 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛 100𝑚⁄⁄ . Compared to expected inflow for other 

part of the Citybanan, this value seems to be quite representative. Allowed inflow ranges from 

3 − 6 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛 100𝑚⁄⁄  according to Table 4 in the previous sub-chapter. During the local design 

these values would be further divided down depending on condition within each sub-project. 

 

Table 8: The upper part presents the restriction on inflow for the whole stretch valid for Norrmalm- and 

the Norrströmtunnels (31+900 – 34+500). In the lower part the inflow values have been further divided 

in order to apply for the rock tunnel at Norrmalm (31+900 – 33+922). 

 
 

 

Table 7: Parameters used when 

calculating inflow before grouting for 

Norrmalstunnel. 
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The necessary sealing affect is thus 88 % (by using Equation 1) for Norrmalmstunnel. Sealing 

effect under 90 % generally results in more simple grouting according to Table 5, unless the 

demand on conductivity after grouting is very strict (close to 1 ∙ 10−8𝑚 𝑠⁄ ). The required 

thickness of the grouted zone is so it at minimum covers the length of the rock bolts installed, 

this leads to a minimum thickness of 5 m.  

 

Properties of the grouting material are of great importance to achieve acceptable grouting results 

each time. The designers chose the following dimensioning properties for the grout material in 

their dimensioning of Concept 1: 

 

 Max. grain size: 30 µm and w/c ratio of 0,8 

 bcritical: 110 – 120 µm 

 bmin 60 – 70 µm 

 Yield strength: 1,0 – 1,3 Pa 

 Viscocity: 0,06 – 0,10 Pa·s 

 

The given values of bcritical and bmin could however not be used to determine the dimensioning 

aperture, i.e. the smallest aperture that can be grouted without filtering of the grout material 

occuring. Thus a sepatate calcuation was made in order to decide the dimensioning fracture 

aperture (bdim) that will not be explained in detail here. For the calculation it can be referred to 

Bilaga 1: Berakning av sprickvidd for document 9563-13-025-001(2). Based on the material 

properties above the calculation resulted in a dimensioning aperture of 80𝜇𝑚. 

 

The transmissivity of the rock mass was evaluated using water loss measurements performed 

along the stretch of the Norrmalmstunnel. In total 519 m (172, 3 meter sections) of core 

boreholes were gathered to have as much base data as possible. Then the transmissivity was 

calculated by using a log-normal distribution. This yielded in total tranmissivity of 1,5 ∙
10−4𝑚2 𝑠⁄  and the maximum value was 5,0 ∙ 10−5𝑚2 𝑠⁄ . From Pareto distribution an aperture 

Grout penetrability and Filtration 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Idealized concept for how grout seals a fracture.(Eriksson & Stille, 2005)  

 

 

The ability of a grout to penetrate into fractures is dependant on the reological properties, stability and the grain 

size distribution. In practice the rule of thumb as been that maximum particle size of the grout should be 1/3-1/5 of 

the fracture aperture for successful penetration for ordinary cement mix and 1/3-1/10 for micro cement material.  

(Tolppanen & Syrjänen, 2003). However in recent years the development has been to classify the penetrability of 

a grout in terms of minimum bmin and the critical bcritical aperture of the grout mix . Where bcritical is the smallest 

fracture aperture which the grout can penetrate without any filtration occuring and bmin is the smallest aperture 

which the grout can penetrate at all. 

 

Penetrability of grout is the ability to pass obstacles in the fracture channel without the occuring of filter plugs. 

Filtration of grout in a fracture can happen even if the maximum particle size is lower than 3 times the fracture 

aperture. Two main types of filtration is Chemical filtration and Mechanical filtration. Mechanical filtration is 

when particles of the grout suspension start blocking the route. Single particle then get stuck and with time clog 

the passage. Chemical filtration has been decribes as when easily soluble component of the grout mix travel 

further than the remaining part of the grout (Dalmalm, 2004) 

 

Studies have been done to examine how 

grout fills fractures. It has been shown 

that the grout can leave the thinnest 

parts of a fracture unsealed. Example of 

this is shown in Figure 12. Around 

contact surface and in the more narrow 

parts (B and C, 10-30 µm) there are 

parts partly or completely unsealed 

compared to A (>50 µm). (Stille & 

Eriksson, Cementinjektering i hårt berg, 

2005) 
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distribution could be made by help of the cubic law of flow. In Figure 13 the distribution of 

apertures is presented, with the dimensioning aperture of 80𝜇𝑚 marked.  

 

 

Figure 13: Distribution of fracture apertures for the Normalmstunnel based on the Pareto distribution.  

Fractures with aperture equal or larger than the dimensioning aperture can be sealed using the 

grout material described above. For further sealing, a grout with enhanced properties has to be 

used. The calcuations showed however that c.a. 96 % of all flow occurs in fractures with aperture 

larger than 80𝜇𝑚. 

The contribution of parameters to inflow in the tunnel (according to Equation 2) were estimated 

by use of sensitivity analysis, i.e. varying input values. This was done both for grouted and 

ungrouted tunnel. The result can be seen in Figure 14 below. 

From Figure 14 it is obvious that the hydraulic conductivity has by far the largest influence on 

the inflow into the tunnel of the tested parameters, both before and after grouting. The depth 

under ground water level also has a quite high influence on the flow, due to increased pressure 

exerted on the water bearing fractures. The thickness of the grouted zone can have considerable 

impact if the spread is limited. The skin factor can affect the flow for ungrouted tunnel, but very 

limited contribution if the tunnel has been grouted.  

Figure 14: Sensitivity analysis of input parameters for calculation of inflow. Both before and after grouting has 

taken place. 
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The value of maximum grouting 

pressure was determined as the 

maximum pressure without the risk of 

jacking occurring. This could be done by 

making use of Equation 5. The grouting 

pressure as a function of the depth is 

shown in Figure 15. A pressure of 2 MPa 

produces risk of jacking down to depth 

of around 35 m. However higher 

pressure could be used for more deeper 

sections.  

Penetration length of the grout can be 

evaluated using Equations 6-10. This  

was performed by using the grout 

properties as before, an overpressure of 2 

MPa, and the dimensioning aperture. 

The results of the calculation of the 

pentration is presented in Figure 16.  

 

The conclusion was that using a pressure of 2 MPa and grouting time of 40 minutes would result 

in penetration of 2,8-3,7 m depending on the properties of the grout material. It should be noted 

that the simulation in Figure 16 is not completely accurate since the designed grouting pressure 

is not achieved immetiately and will not be constant after it has been reached. Furher there is 

certain amount of overlap required between grouting fans, due to inhomogeneous nature of the 

flow paths in the rock mass. 

         

 

Figure 16: Grout penetration as a function of time. The grout is assumed to have viscosity of 60 mPa·s, 

and a yield strength of 1,0 Pa in the first case (blue line with crosses). In the second case the grout 

material has viscosity of 100 mPa·s and yield strength of 1,3 Pa (red line with square markers). The 

grouting pressure is 2 MPa and the dimensioning aperture 80 𝜇𝑚. 

 

The designers then produced an imitation of the grouting procedure by using a Monte-Carlo 

simulation (1000 simulations).  Figure 17 demonstrates the results from this simulation. Each 

simulation yields a different distribution of apertures based on 20 m long grouting holes. As a 

Figure 15: Maximum grouting pressure that can be 

used without risk of jacking. The density of the rock 

is assumed to be 2650 𝑘𝑁 𝑚3⁄ . 
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consequence there are perhaps no fractures with ability to carry water for a small number of 

cases, while in others the most conductive fractures are together, creating very high flows. The 

outcome was that in 25 % of the cases no sealing effect was measured (only the grouting hole is 

filled with grout), that could simply mean there were no fractures to seal, or there were only 

fractures with aperture less than 80𝜇𝑚. For c.a. 30 % of the cases total sealing (100%) was 

reached.  

 

The grout volume injected per simulation was also calculated (left part of Figure 17). The result 

was that in 90 % of the cases the maximum volume of 500 liters was not reached, which implies 

that this is a good value to be used as a stop criteria for the grouting work. An average of 130 

liters was measured excluding the grout it takes to fill the borehole itself. However experience 

has shown that calculation like these often underestimate the actual grouted volume on site.  

 

The aim with the design was to develop a grouting method that would meet the requirement 

criteria regarding inflow after grouting. That was done by combining the properties of the grout 

material and the rock into the design. The designers then suggest that the design should be tested 

and verified during the early phases of the construction, e.g. in work or service tunnels. The 

designers advised that at least 5 grouting fans would be made and tested. 

 

In the document presenting the design of concept 1 there are also comments and proposal 

regarding how the design should be used at later stages of the projects. Some of those comments 

are summarized here below: 

 

 The calculations have shown that the design can be used to provide sealing close to the 

inflow requirements. However there are assumptions made that if changes could both better 

and worsen the outcome. Thus there can be motive to adapt the design depending on 

conditions each time. The actual execution is also very important, if the grouting is 

performed differently than assumed in the calculations, the results will of course be different. 

 The properties of the grout material used in the calculations was attained from literature. It is 

thus uncertain that these properties can be achieved on site. It is important to test the grout 

material and decide if adjustments need to be made. 

 There is a motive to increase the grouting pressure. Due to risk of jacking this is however not 

possible. Risk of uplifting will occur at least down to a depth of 30 m in the rock, using 

overpressure of 2 MPa. 

Figure 17: The right part of the figure shows the acquired sealing effect after 1000 simulations. The left 

part exhibits the volume of grout pumped simulated for 1000 grout holes.  
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 The calculation were carried out using average rock properties. Certain locations will have 

better quality rock and other worse. This indicates need to adapt the design for different 

grouting situations. However this has not been considered since the instructions say that 

continuous grouting cycle should be used. This could though be considered if it will be 

proven valuable for the project by increasing effort in the first grouting round, thus avoiding 

a second round. 

 If the grouting results prove to be worse than expected, certain changes can be made to 

increase the chance of successful grouting. Including: 

o Choose different grouting cement with more suitable properties. 

o Decrease distance between grouted holes (look-outs) to capture more water bearing 

fractures. 

 Adaptations of initial grouting fans can be made if results are accepted. 

The below is a final description of designed grouting Concept 1 as it appears in document 9653-

13-025-001. Note that the text is translated by the author of this report from Swedish into 

English:                                                                                                                        

“ 

“ 

 

 The grouting is to be performed by using 21 m long drilled grouting holes with look-out of 

4-5 m outwards from the tunnel contour with c/c distance (tip distance) of 2,5 m at the end 

of the fan. Overlap between fans shall be minimum 5 m.  

 

 Grout material during the first grouting round shall be of type grouting cement with 

maximum grain size 30 µm mixed to so the water to cement ratio is 0,8. In accordance 

with the guideline document additional grouting meaning second round shall be 

performed when criteria presented below are not fulfilled 

 

 Grouting shall be performed for 40 minutes per hole. 

 

 Grouting pressure shall be maximum 2 MPa over ground water pressure. 

 

 Grouting stops when a volume of 500 liter in the same hole is reached during the 

pumping. 

 

Additional grouting meaning a second grouting round shall be performed when the normal 

design has not been accomplished successfully, i.e. if maximum grout volume of 500 liters per 

hole is reached without acceptable sealing or if the specified grouting pressure 2 MPa is not 

achieved in one or more holes. 

 

 Single hole is supplemented by minimum of 3 additional grouting holes. 

 

 If failed results for a number of nearby holes occur the whole area (part of wall or roof) it 

to be supplemented. That includes minimum of 5 additional grouting holes. 

 

 If failed results occurs for more holes in the floor the whole floor area shall be 

supplemented by a second grouting round. 

 

 If at least half of the holes have reached a volume of 500 liters or more shall an entirely 

new fan be drilled and grouted. 
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3.2.3 Concept 2 
 

Design Concept 2 is applicable to areas within the Citybanan track tunnels where high demand 

for sealing and need of infiltration exists. In other words this design concepts is suitable for 

critical areas where geological condition are unfavorable. The design is based on the strategy for 

the grouting works, as well as conditions estimated from core boreholes and water loss 

measurements. The indata is taken from rock conditions measured for Norrströms- and the 

Norrmalmstunnel, but the design can be transferred over to other sections as well.  

 

The theory and methods behind the calculation is the same as for Concept 1 and has been described 

in sub-chapter 3.2.1. The indata is however different. The data used for design of Concept 2 is 

based on 10 core boreholes and water 

loss measurements taken from 

Norrströmstunnel Tegelbacken (stretch 

33+500 – 35+023). The measured 

Lugeon values were fitted to a log-

normal distribution to determine the 

transmissivity in the area. The median 

transmissivity was calculated as 1,7 ∙
10−7𝑚2 𝑠⁄ , based on certain number of 

3 m sections inspected. This way of 

determining the transmissivity can be 

seen in Figure 18. From Table 3 it can be 

seen that 63 % of all samples were water bearing. However many of the samples were longer than 

3 m which produces a certain source of error in the data.  

 

The inflow before grouting was based on the data 

presented in Table 9. From that and by using Equation 

3 the inflow is calculated as c.a. 92 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ . 
 

The restriction requirements regarding inflow is 

determined according to the application documents to 

the environmental court. For the stretch of the 

Norrströmtunnel (about 800 m) the allowed inflow 

during the operation phase is 7,6 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ . 
Region 34+223 – 34+350 will be the critical area that 

decides the inflow limit. The design Concept 2 – 

Critical areas has to fulfill the highest demand in the 

area. Thus a dimensioning value of 3,0 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄  

was chosen. That includes the involvement of the safety margin of c.a. 25 % previously 

mentioned. The total allowed inleakage during both the construction- and operating phases for 

the Norrströmstunnel is shown in Table 10. The inflow calculated per tunnel tube is also shown 

in the lower part of the same table.  

Figure 18: Evaluation of transmissivity at Tegelbacken. 

Table 9: Parameters used to calculate 

inflow to Norrströmstunnel. 
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From the calculated inflow and the limit value the necessary sealing effect can be determined according 

to Equation 1  

𝑆𝐸 =
92 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄ − 3 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄

92 𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ 100𝑚⁄
= 96,7% 

Such a high sealing effect during grouting is classified as difficult to very difficult grouting. The 

thickness of the grouted zone has to at minimum cover the rock bolts that will be installed. Thus 

a minimum thickness of 5m is required.  

 

The design Concept 2 has two grouting rounds and a third one if the necessary sealing is not 

achieved during the first two. Different grout materials are to be used depending on grouting 

round. The first round grout material is the same as introduced in Concept 1 (max. grain size 

30µm and w/c ratio 0,8). In round two the design assumes that Silica sol will be used. Silica sol 

grout generally provides penetration properties that are far superior than for usual cement grouts 

as well as low viscosity. Temperature can have high influence on Silica sol grout. The grouting 

method also has to be adapted since the grout has to be applied directly after mixing. Also the 

grouting will be batch wise, meaning a new mix for each grouting hole. For the calculations in 

the design report the designers used the following parameters for the Silica sol grout mix: 

 

 bcritical: 20 µm 

 bmin: 10 µm 

 Yield strength: 0,1 Pa 

 Viscosity: 0,010 Pa·s 

 

Based on calculation that will not be described in detail here it was estimated that a Silica sol 

grout could seal fractures with aperture of >20µm. 

 

As an alternative to the use of Silica sol grout for the second round of grouting a cement based 

grout suitable for fine sealing could be used. Then the key is that the cement has good 

penetration properties. The material used for the calculation was a micro-cement with w/c ratio 

of 1,0 and 0,9 % of plasticizer as additive. The following cement properties were used: 

 

 

 

Table 10: The upper part of the figure shows the inflow demand for the Norrströmstunnel. In the 

lower part the inflow divided between tunnel tubes within the stretch is presented, the section 34+223 

– 34+350 is the dimensioning area. 
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 bcritical: 80-90 µm 

 bmin: 40-50 µm 

 Yield strength: 1,4 – 1,6 Pa 

 Viscosity: 0,018-0,027 Pa·s 

 

Calculations showed that fractures with apertures >60 µm could be sealed using this grout mix. 

 

The remainder of the calculations were carried out exactly as for Concept 1, but with different 

indata. Therefore the process will not be described in detail, only the main results and 

conclusions. 

 

The maximum pressure avoiding jacking was found out to be 2 MPa as for Concept 1. The 

penetration calculated from round 1 grout was the same as for Concept 1 or 2,8 – 3,7 m. The 

penetration was also calculated for Silica sol grout. Figure 19 presents the result. After a 

grouting time of c.a. 15 min the Silica sol will reach penetration of 3 m.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Common grout additives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11: Overview of additive used to manipulate and enhance grout properties, they’re chemical nature 

and the impact they have on the grout mix each time (Tolppanen & Syrjänen, 2003). 

Figure 19: Penetration as a function of time for Silica sol grout with viscosity of 10 mPa·s 

and yield strength 0,1 Pa with grouting overpressure of 2 MPa and dimensioning aperture of 

50 µm. 
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Similar to the approach for Concept 1 the designer used a Monte Carlo simulation procedure to 

simulate both sealing effect and volume of grout. This was done for both grouting rounds, based 

on fans with 20 m grouting hole lengths. The results are presented in Figures 20 to 21 below:  

 

 
 

 

 

The results indicate that in c.a. 20 % of the cases no sealing effect is acquired and in c.a. 40 % of 

the cases 100 % sealing is achieved. That is of course dependent on how rock properties and 

apertures pair together between simulations. During the second grouting round 100 % sealing is 

reached in 15 % of the times and no effect in c.a. 10 % of the times. In total the procedure 

revealed a sealing effect of 93 % during Round 1 and c.a. 57 % in Round 2.  

 

 

 

From Figure 21 it can be concluded that in c.a. 20 % of the cases a maximum volume of 500 

liters is accomplished. An average of 170 liters is calculated for round 1, and approximately 3,6 

liters for round 2. This low amount of grout volume for round 2 indicated that large part of the 

fractures are already sealed from round 1. 

Figure 20: Calculated sealing effect for both grouting rounds of concept 2 based on 1000 Monte 

Carlo simulations. Round 1 (left), and Round 2 (right). 

Figure 21: Calculated grouted volume per hole for both rounds. Round 1 (left), and round 2 (right) 
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The below is a final description of designed grouting concept 2 as it appears in document 9653-

13-025-002. Note that the text is translated by the author of this report from Swedish into 

English:                                            

“                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First grouting round 

 

 The grouting is to be performed using 21 m long drilled grouting holes with look-out of 4-

5 m outwards from the tunnel contour with c/c distance (tip distance) of 3,0 m at the end of 

the fan. Overlap between fans shall be minimum 5 m.  

 

 Grout material during the first grouting round shall be of type grouting cement with 

maximum grain size 30 µm mixed so the water to cement ratio is 0,8. 

 

 Grouting shall be performed for 40 minutes per hole. 

 

 Grouting pressure shall be maximum 2 MPa over ground water pressure. 

 

 Grouting stops when a volume of 500 liters in the same hole is reached during the 

grouting. 

 

Second grouting round 

 

 The grouting shall be performed through 21 m long drilled grouting holes with look-out of 

4-5 m outwards from the tunnel contour with c/c distance of 3,0 m at the end of the fan. 

Overlap between fans shall be minimum 5 m.  

 

 Grouting in the second grouting round shall be performed using silica sol (or alternatively 

a cement for fine sealing). 

 

 The grouting shall be performed with silica sol adapted for 30 minutes grouting time per 

hole, i.e. with gel time around c.a. 40 min regarding time for mixing and grouting. The 

effective grouting time is then c.a. 15 min. 

 

 Grouting pressure shall be maximum 2 MPa over ground water pressure. 

 

 The grouting stops when a volume of 300 liters in the same hole is reached during the 

grouting. 

 

* In the design presented the basis has been to achieve successful sealing in area where the 

highest demand is found, i.e. 3 l/min per 100 m. Other part of the Norrströmstunnel however 

have less degree of demand and there it can be considered during the local design to perform 

the second grouting round using cement suitable for fine sealing. 
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“ 
3.2.4 Summary of concepts 

 

This chapter will summarize and compare the two grouting concepts designed.  Below is a 

summary of the two grouting concepts, and the values of parameters to be used. 

 

 
 

 

Additional grouting meaning a third grouting round shall be performed when the normal 

design has not been accomplished, i.e. if maximum grout volume of 300 liters per hole is 

reached without sufficient sealing or if the specified grouting pressure 2 MPa is not achieved 

in one or more holes. 

 

 Single hole is supplemented by minimum of 3 additional grouting holes. 

 

 If failed results occur for number of nearby holes the whole area (part of wall or roof) 

has to be supplemented. That includes minimum of 5 additional grouting holes. 

 

 If failed results occurs for more holes in the floor, the whole floor area is to be 

supplemented by a third grouting round. 

 

 If at least half of the holes have reached a volume of 300 liters or more an entirely new 

fan will be drilled and grouted. 

 

 

Figure 22: Flow chart of 

grouting Concept 1. The first 

step is probe drilling to be able 

to determine the next stage. 

Round 1* is used if the rock 

conditions are fairly 

complicated, e.g. heavily 

fractured (NOTE! Not further 

explained in the design)). Then 

the set-up of the grouting fan 

and grout holes can be adapted 

in the local design. A second 

round of grouting is to be 

performed if the results from the 

first grouting round are 

unacceptable.  

 
Table 12: Table 

showing the 

parameters for 

grouting to be used for 

Concept 1. The 

properties of grout 

material for second 

round of grouting are 

not stated, however the 

penetration capability 

should be high. Note 

that adapt. stands for 

adaptable.  
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In Figure 24 an example of the standard section view of Concept 1 is shown, for the track 

tunnels. Complete drawings for both concepts including service tunnel, and stations areas are 

shown in Appendix A: Drawings.  

 

Figure 24: Cross-sectional view of the configuration of Concept 1 for both single- and double tracks. 

Figure 23: Flowchart showing 

design Concept 2. A minimum of 

two grouting rounds are to be 

performed, with a complementary 

third round if the results are 

insufficient. A third round is 

performed if one or more holes fail 

as described previously. 

 

Table 13: The parameters for 

grouting Concept 2. 1Gel time c.a. 

40 min including mixing and 

grouting. Effective grouting time 

c.a. 15 min. 2 As an alternative a 

cement mix for fine grouting can 

be used in areas with less strict 

inflow demands.  
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Figure 25: A profile view of designed Concept 1. 

 

From the results from water loss measurements and geological surveying the designers could 

estimate at what locations each of the design concepts could be used, that is shown in Table 14. 

The conclusion was that only at a part of the Norrströmstunnel, Tegelbacken, would Concept 2 

be needed. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 26 displays the grouting procedure in visual form, according to the preliminary designed 

concepts. 

 

 

 

Table 14: Estimated grouting concepts needed for different areas. As well as some 

comments on conditions. 
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3.2.5 Feedback on the design concepts 
 

During the process of designing the grouting concepts that have been described, some comments 

and thoughts were put forth by external experts and experienced persons within the field. That 

included discussion on what could be improved, what was unclear etc. A presentation by Mats 

Holmberg and Håkan Stille under the title Synpunkter på injekteringskoncept för Citybanan 

(Feedback on the grouting concepts for Citybanan) dated 2008-05-26, introduced some review 

on the concepts. Below is a compilation of the main conclusions and their comments: 

 

 A grouting time of 40 minutes for all holes is very conservative. 

 It should be clarified for what conditions higher grouting pressures can be used. The 

criteria for hydraulic fracturing (jacking) is conservative w.r.t. grouting pressure. 

 Clarification of what observations in the field can be a ground for adjustments and 

enhancements of the grouting work, e.g. need for water loss measurements. 

 Flexibility is only found for “worse” rock conditions. Further guidelines should be made 

for additional grouting.  

 Judgment on what areas along the Citybanan passage can be grouted using the design 

concepts is needed. 

 Describe what actions should be taken if highly conductive zones are encountered during 

probing, aside from the alternative “One or two grouting rounds are expected and 

control holes for assessing if another round is needed”. 

 Silica sol for practical use is not fully developed for a production of this scale. That 

applies both for mixing capacity, and the ability to withhold stable material properties.  

 Clear guidelines needed for what properties the grout material must possess. Also it 

should be clarified what should be done if the grout mix does not fulfill requirements 

during pre-testing, e.g. different recipe, or another type of testing.  

 An additional sensitivity class needed due to a degree of uncertainty between sensitivity 

classes 1 and 2. The middle class could include extended monitoring without have to 

adapt the design afterwards (see Table 15) 

 

Figure 26: Grouting procedure according to the originally designed concepts. Concept 1 on the left, and 

concepts 2 on the right. 
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Note that the above comment were released before the completion of the grouting concepts. 

Some of the points made by Stille and Holmberg were taken into account in the final version, 

however the grouting time and pressure was not changed. 

 

The sensitivity classes mentioned  

in the last point are listed in Table 

15. According to the comments by 

Holmberg and Stille, they 

suggested that one additional class 

should be added representing 

normal grouting conditions with 

thorough monitoring of results. 

 

 

According to Holmberg (based on answer to a questionnaire prepared for him as a part of this 

thesis work) the preliminary grouting concepts were uneconomical and based on over conservative 

design assumptions. He especially refers to the grouting time of 40 minutes per hole as very high, 

and claims that this was actually changed to 20 minutes in Norrströmstunnel, which will be 

discussed in next chapter. He also feels the criteria regarding additional or supplementary grouting 

was quite strict and was relaxed during the local adaptation at Norrströmstunnel. In general 

Holmberg states that a general stop criteria, meaning minimum grouting time, maximum volume 

and minimum flow should be used at a project like Citybanan. The original concepts did not 

include a flow criteria however. 

 

Magnus Eriksson, one of the designers of the original concepts, has the following to say about the 

grouting time, “The 40 min level was a conservative measure and also meant to be. Based on this 

the planning of the grouting should be done. In the actual grouting this value was meant to be 

lowered. However by planning for 40 min the intentions were that the entrepreneur [contractor] 

should adapt a different technique for grouting, using more pumps and lines”, he furthers states 

“There are great needs for a longer grouting time to fully seal the rock and in many cases this is 

not recognized in favor of production.” 

 

In terms of grouting pressure people within the grouting field seem to have different opinions. The 

maximum pressure according to the grouting concepts was put to 2 MPa. Higher pressure have 

been used at other projects, such as Arlandabanan (2-4 MPa), and for the Lunner tunnel in Norway 

where a pressure of up to 7 MPa was used (Dalmalm, 2004). Magnus Eriksson claims that many 

people favor high grouting pressures. At Citybanan the 2 MPa was decided based on theoretical 

ground for avoiding jacking. Eriksson says he personally favors lower grouting pressures from a 

sealing point of view.  

 

The purpose of designing the design of general concepts was first and foremost to have starting 

point for the local modification, based on “production friendly” grounds. Also to investigate if any 

major problems in sealing the rock sufficiently were foreseen. 

 

 

Table 15: Sensitivity classes for the originally designed concepts. 
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4. LOCAL GROUTING DESIGN AND ADAPTATION 

The general concepts described in the previous chapter were designed to apply for all of 

Citybanan rock tunnels, with the possibility of further adaptation and change during the local 

design. The local design of grouting work for each sub-project is presented in a special document 

called Technical description. In the Technical description it is stated how the grouting work 

should be performed, including requirements regarding equipment, grout mix, probing, 

monitoring of results, stop criteria and further on. Obligations regarding monitoring of grouting 

results, necessary grout testing and so on are put forth in separate document, Control program – 

rock (sv: Kontrollprogram berg). The relationship between documents for the grouting work at 

Citybanan can be seen in Figure 27. 

 

 

Figure 27: Primary documents on grouting and their relationship. 

 

Originally the Technical descriptions for the different contracts were coordinated and 

fundamentally the same to simplify communication which is important in a huge project like 

Citybanan. Then during the building phase various things were changed or modified regarding 

the grouting work within each contract. Each change made was supposed to be reported in so 

called building memos (sv: byggledningsmeddelande). The contractors had their own Work 

Procedure document which they followed, and updated to describe the most current procedure 

each time. The work procedure was mainly a tool for the work force on site so they would have a 

clear understanding of the task at hand each time. The procedure document also acted as a tool 

for the client and contractor so both parties would have common understanding of the grouting 

procedure with reference to the contract documents. In this chapter the changes from the original 

grouting concepts in the local design will be traced and described. Further the ambition is to find 

out how and why the grouting work developed differently within each sub-project, i.e. motives 

for modifications and changes. Also to explain in short the contract types and payment principles 

in use at each project. The purpose for this is to provide means for discussion on the effect of 

those factors on the execution and results of the grouting work. 
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4.1 Contract forms and payment principles  

Citybanan is major infrastructure project with high degree of complexity regarding technical 

aspects and uncertainties. Thus for most parts of Citybanans sub-projects it was decided that a 

type of partnering contract where the client and the contractor work closely together during the 

design and execution process would be ideal to ensure that quality of the work would be at a 

high level. The use of partnering contracts for large infrastructure projects has become widely 

popular in the last years, at Citybanan a slightly modified type of this contract was used. 

For sub-projects Norrström, Vasatunnel & Odenplan, and Södermalm a so-called cost-plus (sv: 

löpande räkning) with incentives payment principle is used. The cost-plus payment principle 

provides very little risk for the contractor, as the contractor is paid for all his expenses 

(Holmberg & Roos, 2013). A so called target cost is used where there exists estimated cost for 

each project activity. If the cost turns out to be lower than the target price the client and the 

contactor share the profit. A 60%-/40 % sharing ratio of the profits is used at the Citybanan, 

meaning that TRV gets 60 % of the profit and the contractor 40 %. The target cost principle aims 

to create economical driving forces for the contractors and at the same time reduce financial risk 

for all parties involved (Holmberg & Roos, 2013). Further an incentive system was established 

that rewards the contractor further if he fulfills certain quality standards. According to Alexander 

Spak who is the production manager and handles economic aspects of sub-project City the bonus 

system is built up of a number of bonus factors including: 

 Finishing work within target price 

 Staying within time frame 

 Quality of work 

 Achieving low disturbance levels regarding vibrations and noise 

The bonus system works so that the contractor is given a grade from 1-5 for each activity which 

the bonus payment is based on. The highest possible bonus if all criteria is met to full is 100 

million SEK. The highest amount per activity is 60 million SEK if the contractors receives the 

grade 5 for the target price criteria. There also is a penalty system in use if the contractors work 

does not meet the quality standard.  

Where this cost-plus contract is used the client and contractor share responsibility regarding most 

activities including the design. This can be referred to as a type of design-build (DB) method. 

The design is in some cases also performed in cooperation between the contractor and a 

consultant hired by TRV. The purpose of this method is to minimize dispute and finger pointing 

between the client and contactor and focus on producing high quality work. One disadvantage 

with this contract type and payment principle is that budget estimation can be difficult as the 

exact prices for activities are constantly changing and not known beforehand.  

The only sub-project subject to this thesis that used a fixed price contract was Norrmalmstunnel. 

The contract form is a construction contract with design responsibility for constructional works. 

The payment principle is called Fixed price with adjustable quantities based on schedules of 

quantities. Generally fixed price contract induce more risk to the contractor than the cost-plus 

principle. Such as if there are any unforeseen event that increase the price for e.g. labor or 

materials the contractor can incur considerable amount of financial loss (Holmberg & Roos, 

2013). The advantage for the client as that it is easy to make bill of quantities and to monitor the 

cost as the project moves along. The risk is though that if the contractor may decrease the quality 

of the work if he feels it will be too expensive (Ferguson, 2010).  

In the Discussion chapter at the end of this thesis there will be a discussion on whether the form 

of contracts in each case has affected the quality of the grouting work, i.e. which contract type 

has proved more efficient regarding cost and quality. Also some comments from personnel that 

have been working with the different contracts on client-contractor interaction. 
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4.2 Common grounds in Technical descriptions 
 

Common factors regarding the grouting process will be summarized in this chapter. The 

Technical descriptions are written in accordance to the Swedish AMA code (General 

Specifications and Material and Workmanship). The specifications regarding grouting are 

reported in chapter CDD (Sv. Tätning, infiltration av berg kring tunnlar bergrum O D). The 

following text is based on the below documents:  

 

 9509 Odenplan och Vasatunnel – Teknisk beskrivning. Created 2009-05-20, last revised 

2013-12-17.  

 9515 Norrmalmstunneln – Teknisk beskrivning. Created 2009-03-02, last revisted 2012-

10-15. 

 9523 Norrstömstunneln – Gemensam teknisk beskrivning berg. Created 2009-03-20, last 

revised 2012-10-15 

 B5-9528 Södermalmstunneln – Tekninsk beskrivning. Created 2009-06-01, last revised 

2013-10-09. 

 

General 

 

All rock was sealed to counteract the inflow of groundwater using pre-grouting. After pre-

grouting, the need for additional grouting using post-grouting could be evaluated. Pre-grouting 

was performed using continuous cycles for all tunnel areas. The grouting work was to be carried 

out according to the designed concepts, with additional grouting if the grouting did not meet 

certain criteria. In situations of small rock cover or proximity to other underground facilities the 

grouting work is adjusted by using different fan geometry and grouting method. This includes 

shorter grouting holes, less pressure, less spacing between holes and so on.  

 

Grouting material 

 

Two cement based grouts and one silica sol mix are stated as alternatives that could be used. The 

cement and additives used were to be accepted by TRV chemical counsel. A management plan 

and use of silica sol was required to be accepted by TRV before work could commence. The 

contractor had the opportunity to choose cement type as wanted if it fulfilled certain limits 

regarding grain size, strength and viscosity. The common requirement for the sub-projects was 

similar to that made during the design of the general grouting concepts, that is: 

                Mix 1 

 bcritical < 120 µm 

 bmin < 70 µm 

 Yield strength 1-2 Pa 

 Viscosity < 0,10 Pa·s 

      Mix 2 

 bcritical < 90 µm 

 bmin < 50 µm 

 Yield strength 1-2 Pa 

 Viscosity < 0,05 Pa·s

Further Mix 1 should have maximum grain size d95 = 30 µm. Mix 2 should be of type micro or 

ultrafine with maximum grain size d95 = 20 µm. The mixing time of the cement based grouts was 

to be at minimum 2 minutes. Pretesting of the cements and silica sol was required, and was to be 

done in accordance to specifications in Control program – rock, to verify that the properties meet 

given limits. Pre-grouting using chemical grouts, e.g. polyurethane, was allowed under special 

circumstances. The grout was required to have gained a shear strength of 0,5 kPa, before 

originating supplementary drilling in close proximity. 
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Equipment 

 

A cement mixer with high dispersing effect should be utilized. The speed of the mixer (revolutions 

per minute) should be so to enhance the properties of the grout mix each time. The pumping 

equipment should comprise of enough pumps so more than two holes can be grouted at the same 

time. A logger unit registering grouted volume, pressure, and flow shall be attached to pump (data 

registered for each hole). In addition total pumping time at designed pressure shall be recorded for 

each hole.  Use of packers shall be adapted to the diameter of grouting holes. Pumping hoses and 

connections shall have the same inner diameter. Disposable packers can be used if the contractor 

can show that they are tighter and easier in application.  

 

Documentation 

 

Grouting protocols shall be established for every hole, including hole length, grouting pressure 

and volume of grout take. A summary of protocols are then to be handed to the client (TRV) after 

each fan. A continuous registration of flow and pressure shall also be recorded and prepared to a 

data file. Measuring while drilling (MWD) was done in varying amount depending on sub-

projects. Generally the MWD data should include drill penetration rate, rotation rate, and loss in 

flow during drilling. The purpose of the MWD is to evaluate rock properties and localize rock 

areas where more robust drilling pattern has to be used in order to make good sealing of the rock 

possible.  

 

Probing, water loss measurements, and control holes 

 

The first step of the grouting procedure for each fan is to perform probe drilling, or drilling of 

inspection holes. Generally 4 probing holes with a length of 22 m, drilled upwards. The probing 

holes should then be flushed and inflow measured. The criteria to be used is a bit different 

depending on project. In sub-projects City and South the criteria was that if the flow is over 15 

l/min in any probing hole or if a total flow of 30 l/min occurs in the probing holes the 

Grout rheology 

                                                                          

Figure 28: Bingham model work grout and Newton model for water (Stille, 2013). 

 

Rheological properties of a grout are essential to 

be known before and during grouting work. The 

rheological behavior of cement based grout is 

complex, as the properties change with time, due 

to e.g. hydration (Rahman, 2010).  

 

Cement based grout is often formulated as a 

Bingham fluid, although the actual behavior is 

more complex. In fact cementitious grout has time 

dependent properties which can be described as 

both Newtonian and Bingham like (Gothäll, Rock 

mass response during high pressure grouting, 

2006).  

 
As can be seen in Figure 28 both models comprise of a straight line flow curve. The difference between the two models, 

is that the Bingham fluid has an initial shear strength that needs to be overcome, by applying pressure, so that the 

material can flow. This property can also be referred to as yield stress characteristic of non-Newtonian fluid, caused by 

presence of inter particular forces. The behavior can described as reminiscent of toothpaste. The Newtonian model has 

no relevant shear strength, similar to water. 

When grout is injected into a rock mass it can be said to show Newtonian fluid properties at first, but when the grout 

starts to harden and settle in fractures, Bingham like behavior becomes dominant (Gothäll, Behavior of Rock Fractures 

under Grout Pressure Loading, 2009).  
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corresponding area should be classified as a highly conductive fracture zone. The probing holes 

are counted with the first grouting round holes.  

 

Water loss measurement (Lugeon testing) is performed with a pressure of 0,5 MPa for 2 minutes 

at a steady flow. The Lugeon testing is performed to find out which holes are connected and to 

decide upon a grouting sequence, i.e. grouting order (depending on which holes have provide the 

highest flow). Holes which have connected flow paths are to be grouted at the same time. Holes 

with very small or no leakage can be grouted using the same pump.  

 

Control holes are drilled to inspect the results of the grouting work. Control holes cannot be 

drilled until the grout has reached a shear strength of 1,0 kPa. The criteria for project City was that 

after the first 5 fans a number of 8 control should be drilled, 3m shorter than the actual grouting 

holes. In the fans following 4 control holes, 2 in the roof and 2 at the bottom, were drilled.  

 

Borehole deviation 

 

The borehole deviation is the actual drilled position of the hole compared to the theoretical 

position. The contractor should be able to verify this information. Generally the criteria was that 

hole position could at most deviate 6 % from the theoretical value, which corresponds to c.a. half 

of the c/c distance at the end of the fan. The distance between adjacent holes should be ≤ d. Where 

d is the theoretical c/c distance plus 6 % of the borehole length. This yields (based on hole length 

of 21 m): 

 

Concept 1: d = 2,5 + 0,06 ∙ 21 ≈ 3, 7 m 

Concept 2:  d = 3,0 + 0,06 ∙ 21 ≈ 4,2 m 

 

For sub-project Vasatunnel and Odenplan a slightly different criteria was used. There each 

borehole could at maximum deviate 2 % (0,42 m for 21 m hole) of the hole length.  

 

Grouting pressure 

 

The design pressure is adapted depending on amount of rock cover and proximity to other 

underground structures. The initial general guidelines regarding the pressure were: 

 

 Rock cover < 5 m  0,5 MPa over ground water pressure 

 Rock cover < 10 m 1,0 MPa over ground water pressure 

 Rock cover < 15 m 1,5 MPa over ground water pressure 

 Rock cover < 20 m 2,0 MPa over ground water pressure 

 

Changes were made from these guidelines during the building phase which will be accounted for 

later on in this thesis. 

 

Drilling of grouting holes 

 

The grouting holes should be drilled to the full length planned, this was 21 m according to the 

original design concepts. However for Norrströmstunnel 22 m holes were used, and 20 m in the 

Södermalmstunnel. As stated in the original concepts a c/c distance between holes was 2,5 m for 

Concept 1 and 3,0 m for Concept 2. The borehole diameter was 54-64 mm depending on project. 

The flushing of grouting holes air blowing and water with a minimum pressure of 10 bars and 

flow capacity of at least 25 l/min. The flushing shall go on until clear flushing water is reached 

(not dust/rock particles left in the hole). Sub-project Vasatunnel and Odenplan at quite extensive 
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regulation regarding MWD during the drilling. Connection between holes should be registered if 

found. Also the demands regarding capacity of flushing device was different (min. 60 l/min). 

 

4.3 Geological conditions 
 

The Scandinavian rock bed is generally of good quality, with intact compressive strength above 

100 MPa (Dalmalm, 2004). Rock mass can however be highly jointed depending on location. The 

rock mass itself has very low porosity, often 0.01 – 0.1 % which implies that every cubic meter of 

rock includes 0.1 – 1.0 liters of water (Stille & Eriksson, Cementinjektering i hårt berg, 2005). 

Due to this the solid rock mass can said to be impermeable in principle. The focus thus has to be 

on finding the water bearing joints and fractures, but also the type of fractures because flow 

potential is highly dependent on properties of a fracture.  

 

The discussion below is based on so-called Engineer Geological Prognosis documents that were 

made for each sub-projects of Citybanan. Here only a short summary of the geological conditions 

prevailing is given, more detailed description can be seen in the Geological prognosis documents 

mentioned and listed below. Those documents are: 

 

 9509 – Odenplan och Vasatunneln – Ingenjörsgeologisk prognos för Vasatunneln. Dated 

from: 2009 – 07 – 04. Document ID: 9509 – 13 – 025 – 010. 

 9515 – Norrmalmstunneln – Ingenjörsgeologisk prognos. Dated from: 2007 – 10 – 31. Last 

revised: 2009 – 12 – 01. Document ID: 9515 – 13 – 025 – 002. 

 9523 – Norrströmstunneln – Ingenjörsgeologisk prognos. Dated from 2007 – 11 – 12. Last 

revised 2009 – 08 – 28. Document ID: 9253 – 13 – 025 - 020 

 9528 – Södermalmstunneln – Ingenjörsgeologisk prognos. Dated from: 2008 – 06 – 11. 

Last revised: 2010 – 03 – 15. Document ID: 9528 – 13 – 025 – 902. 

 

In the Stockholm area the rock bed mainly comprises of crystalline rock types, such as gneiss and 

granite (Stockholm granite). Also less frequent occurrences of pegmatite and amphibolite. Site 

specific description of geological condition can be seen below. Note that in Appendix B visual 

representation of the geological prognoses for the different tunnels are presented. In general the 

geological inspections prior to the beginning of Citybanans construction showed that similar 

conditions were present along the whole stretch, mainly comprising of good to very good rock 

types. 

 

4.3.1 Vasatunnel 
 

Part of the geological survey prior to the construction of Citybanan tunnels, was to perform series 

of core drillings to determine the composition of the rock mass. Fifteen boreholes were drilled as a 

part of the geological surveying for the Vasatunnel. The results showed that granite rock 

represented c.a. 70 % of the core material drilled. Mapping (sv. kartering) of the cores for the 15 

boreholes resulted in mean RMR (Rock mass rating) values ranging from 71 – 88. This indicates 

that for the Vasatunnel the geological condition dominating are good to very good rock. 

According to this it can thus be concluded that rock type A (70≤RMR≤100) is prevailing at the 

Vasatunnel area. Table 16 shows the distribution of rock types within the Vasatunnel contract, as a 

result of the core mappings.  
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Table 16: Distribution of rock types of the different tunnels within sub-project Vasatunnel. 

 
 

Water loss measurement were performed in all of the boreholes at Vasatunnel. Location and ID of 

each borehole can be seen in Figure 29 below. From the water loss measurements the mean 

hydraulic conductivity was 4,6 ∙ 10−7m/s, with maximum conductivities (1 −  6) ∙ 10−6 

depending on depth in mapping of the core. 

 

 

Figure 29: Testing boreholes within the stretch of Vasatunnel. 

More specific description of geological conditions in the track tunnel (stretches relevant to 

grouting analysis in Chapter 5) both for Vasatunnel and the other tunnels relevant can be found in 

Appendix B: Geological prognosis.  

 

4.3.2 Norrmalmstunnel 
 

As part of inspecting the geological conditions along the site of Norrmalmstunnel, 10 core 

boreholes were drilled and examined. That includes 3 holes at Drottninggatan, 3 at Klara Norra 

Kyrkogata, and single holes at Wallingatan, Olaf Palmes gata, Norra latin, and Kungsgatan. 

Norrmalmstunnel. At the boreholes located at Drottninggatan the rock bed is almost equally 

composed of granite and gneiss, with some parts of pegmatite. At Wallingatan granite is almost 

exclusively occurring (98,3 %). At Klara Norra Kyrkogata granite and gneiss occur is near same 

quantities, with c.a. 5 % addition of pegmatite. This is similar for the remaining boreholes. 

Mapping of the drilling cores from each borehole indicated that the rock conditions are generally 

good to very good. The RMR values calculated from the cores ranged from 65 – 86 with an 

average of roughly 76. All cores showed rock type A conditions, except for one (RMR=65) at 

Kungsgatan, where the rock could be classified as rock type B (50≤RMR≤70). Table 17 shows the 

distribution of rock types at the different tunnel parts of sub-project Norrmalmstunnel. 
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Table 17: Distribution of rock types within different tunnel parts of sub-project Norrmalmstunnel. 

 
 

Hydraulic conductivity was determined through water loss measurements in 8 of the 10 boreholes. 

Those measurements showed an average conductivity of c.a. 2,8 ∙ 10−7 𝑚/𝑠 with maximum 

values >1 ∙ 10−6 𝑚/𝑠. 

 

4.3.3 Norrströmstunnel 
 

In total 42 core boreholes were drilled as part of the geological surveying at the site of 

Norrströmstunnel. That includes 12 holes at the current blue subway line close to Central station, 

10 holes at Orgelpipan 6-7, as well as holes at Tegelbacken and Riddarholmen. Similar to 

conditions at the sites of the previous tunnels, the prevailing rock is granite and gneiss, with some 

parts of pegmatite and amphibolite. Mapping of the drilling cores from the 42 boreholes showed 

that the rock conditions are good to very good. The RMR values calculated from the cores ranged 

from 62 – 90 with an average of roughly 78. Of the 42 cores, only 5 had average RMR values less 

than 70 and none under 60. Table 18 shows the distribution of rock types at the different tunnel 

parts of sub-project Norrstömstunnel. Especially in the track tunnels rock type A is dominant. 

Table 18: Distribution of rock types within different parts of sub-project Norrströmstunnel. 

 
 

Hydraulic conductivity was determined through water loss measurements in 21 borehole. Those 

measurements showed an average conductivity of c.a. 2,33 ∙ 10−7 𝑚/𝑠 with maximum values >1 ∙
10−6 𝑚/𝑠, occurring in few places. 
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4.3.4 Södermalmstunnel 
 

A series of core drillings at different locations within the span of Södermalmstunnel, as part of the 

geological survey. The drillings took place at Maria church (35+645-35+660) consisting of 9 

boreholes, Södra Latin (35+880-35+920) with 2 boreholes, and lastly at Högbergsgatan where 4 

boreholes were drilled. Mapping of all cores drilled was conducted and distribution of rock types 

aquired. The results are presented in Table 19. Rock types A and B are dominating, wih some 

parts where rock type C occurs. RMR values at 5 different sites with rock cutting, showed RMR 

values ranging from 64-87, with an average of c.a. 80. Gneiss with substantial number of 

pegmatite parts is dominant at the site of the Södermalmstunnel and its service tunnel. Also fine 

grained, grey granite appears at passages of the area.   

Table 19: Distribution of rock types within based on core drillings for sub-project Norrströmstunnel. 

 
 

Water loss measurement in the area north of Södermalmstunnel show hydraulic conductivity <
10−7 𝑚/𝑠 with some parts in the range of 10−6 𝑚/𝑠. At the site of Maria church the conductivity 

(measured in 2005) was generally quite high or 10−7 − 5 ∙ 10−6 𝑚/𝑠. Water loss measurements 

were again performed at Maria church in 2007, then showing conductivity of approximately 10−7. 

At Högbergsgatan the conductivity was measured in two holes, showing results in similar range or 

10−7. 

 

4.4 Execution and changes from original concepts 
 

In this chapter the actual execution of performed grouting work will be described. Also to what 

extent the original grouting concepts were followed in practice, and what changes were made. The 

changes and modifications are mainly found from building memos and technical descriptions. 

This is done because for each of the sub-project the grouting developed differently, and deviated 

in some way from the original concepts. It should be noted that focus is on the pre-grouting and 

re-grouting, not on application of post-grouting, curtain grouting, contact grouting etc.  

 

4.4.1 Vasatunnel and Odenplan 
 

As reported in the Work Procedure for the grouting works for Vasatunnel & Odenplan, the onsite 

resources available comprised of a boom lift (2 boom – type Normet Himec 9905 BT), grouting 

unit (Oberman Unit MGU 6/DP 50×1) mounted on a regular truck, lifting device for large cement 

bags (Merlo, water pumps, packers (manual single packers min. 1,5 m long, outer Ø48-51 mm / 

double packer for water loss measurements to be coupled every 3 m), and high pressure hoses. 

The cement type used in the sub-project was Rheocem 650 along with 2 % (0,5 – 2 % allowed by 

the client) addition of Rheobuild 1000 which is a plasticizer that enhances the penetration ability 

of the grout mix. Tests were made on the grout mix each time before grouting, thus laboratory 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%98_(disambiguation)
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equipment was available. That included equipment to perform the following tests: Mud balance, 

Marsh funnel, filter sieve, thermometer, and cup test.  

 

According to Jonas Paulson, a construction manager at sub-project Vasatunnel the original 

concepts were followed extensively at the beginning of the grouting work. Jonas states that the 

contractor Bilfinger Berger had little prior experience with this type of grouting procedure. For 

that reason the original concepts were followed quite literally at first. Since the experience of the 

grouting personnel was limited the monitoring of the results was lacking somewhat first. Meaning 

that for certain grouting holes the pumping of grout was stopped after 500 l or 40 minutes as stated 

in the original concepts, when in fact the hole had not been successfully sealed.  

 

The fact that some aspects of the original grouting concepts, mainly regarding stop criteria, had 

not proved to provide successful grouting results in all cases meant that some modifications had to 

be made. These problems encountered are summarized in the document PM – Förslag till 

revidering av injekteringskoncept (Proposal for revision of grouting concept) dated from 2010 – 

08 – 17. There the following is stated (translated by author of this thesis): 

 

 “Within sub-project 9509 (Vasatunnel and Odenplan) after grouting few fans in the area 

close to Norra Station there have been problems encountered regarding additional grouting. In 

several cases the holes have first been grouted with w/c 0,8 and max. volume of 500 liters and 

thereafter the second grouting round with w/c 0,8, also when the max. volume 500 l has been 

reached. Stop pressure has not been reached and the leakage is considerable. The leakage comes 

both from the rock mass directly into the tunnel as well as from the grouting holes, although they 

should be completely filled with grout. Due to this we feel that the grouting concept described in the 

Technical description needs to be revised in order for it to work in areas with highly transmissive 

zones.” 

 

After making small adaptations the following routine applied in areas with good rock conditions, 

so if any of the below criteria was experienced the grouting was stopped in that hole: 

 

 40 minutes grouting time 

 Flow < 5 liters for 5 minutes 

 Volume of 500 liters reached for 21 m holes (24 l/m grouting hole) 

 

Thus a new flow stop criteria was introduced, such that if the flow for the last 5 minutes had been 

lower than 5 liters the grouting in that hole could be stopped. Other parts are similar to the original 

concepts. Grout w/c to be used was 0,8.  

 

An adapted grouting routine with areas consisting of highly conductive rock or presumed high 

amount of grout take is reported in both the Proposal for revision document and a Building memo 

– B064 from 2010-08-16. The memo stated that if the no stop criteria had been reached when 500 

l of w/c=0,8 grout had been pumped the grouting should go on until stop pressure (usually 2 MPa) 

with first 300 l of thicker grout (w/c=0,6) and then 400 l w/c=0,5. If the stop pressure had still not 

been reached after 1200 l of pumping grouting of that hole could be stopped. 

 

A further revision from memo 64 was made (e.g. Building memo B152). That included dividing 

the grouting work for the highly transmissive zones into two cases, depending on the amount of 

stop pressure reached.  The grouting should start with grout mix 1 (w/c 0,8) and maximum volume 

of 300 l. If more than 50 % of the stop pressure was achieved during the 300 l, Case 1 would 

apply and if less than 50 % of the stop pressure was reached Case 2 would apply. Figure 30 shows 

the grouting procedure schematically.  
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Figure 30: Grouting procedure valid for Vasatunnel and Odenplan according to Building memo – B064 

(with slight alternations)  

From Figure 30 it can be seen that the maximum grout that could be pumped is 1200 l (300 l + 

200 l + 300 l + 400 l). This is large increase from the 500 l in the original concepts. The stop 

criteria is the stop pressure (2 MPa) and flow < 5 l/ 5 min. Originally mix 2 had w/c = 0,6 and mix 

3 w/c = 0,5. This was however changed rather early on so that the 0,6 mix was cut out and only 

0,8 and 0,5 grout mixes were used. For Figure 30 this means that for the last step Mix 2 should 

still be used and not Mix 3.  

 

With Building memo – B097 the grouting procedure was modified again. There the volume criteria 

for grouting was increased to 800 liters that could be pumped at once, instead of the more stepwise 

procedure with 1200 l as maximum. The grouting was started with 0,8 grout but if designated 

criteria were not met after the 800 l a switch to 0,5 mix was done, without any delay that would 

risk the grouting at that hole. The grouting procedure according to memo number 097 is shown in 

Figure 31 where the stop pressure is 2 MPa.  

 

The routine regarding supplemental or additional grouting was somewhat altered from what was 

stated in the general concepts. The scenario followed at sub-project Vasatunnel and Odenplan was 

as follows (as listed in the Work Procedure from 2011 -10 – 18). Note that what is different from 

the description according to the original concepts is marked using bold text. 

“ 

 The drill holes in the supplementary grout fan should be 2 m shorter than the drill holes in 

the already executed fan. 

 CB bases their decision on the following 

o In case of unsatisfactory results in occasional holes, two new holes should be 

drilled next to the failed one – one on each side. 

o In case of unsatisfactory results in several adjacent holes the whole area (part of 

wall or ceiling) should be supplemented with at least five supplementary boreholes. 

o In case of unsatisfactory results in several holes in the tunnel floor the whole floor 

should be supplemented with an additional round of grouting. 

o In case the volume of grout injected in at least 50 % of the grout holes is ≥ 800 

liters, then a whole new grouting fan should be executed.  

“ 
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Figure 31: Grouting procedure valid for Vasatunnel and Odenplan according to Building memo – B097 

(after May 2011) 

 

The original concepts were generally followed where conditions allowed, regarding hole lengths 

(21 m), c/c distance between holes (2,5 – 3,0), and look-out (4-5 m). The main change was made 

by adapting the stop criteria and the criteria for grouted volume per hole to better suit the 

conditions on site. In some isolated parts of the service tunnel and the bottom (floor) of the 

platform area at Odenplan, the allowed grouting pressure was increased 3,0 MPa. However these 

cases were exception rather than a rule.  

 

Jonas Paulsson states that rather frequent change of grouting personnel working on behalf of 

Bilfinger was quite interupting to the flow of work during the grouting operations. He states that 

one of the most important aspects of producing high quality work is to have the same workers that 

do the drilling, pumping and so on throughout most of the work as possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparion of cement properties 

 

                                                        
 

                                                          

Table 20: Comparison of 

commonly used cements for 

demanding grouting operations. 

Showing maximum grain sizes, 

surface area [BET: refers to that 

the specific area is acquired by 

method of nitrogen adsorbtion]. 

Settting times, and normal density 

of the grouting cements is also 

shown. Rheocem 650, and 

Injekterig 30 were used at 

Citybanan for pre-grouting. 

Sources: Material data sheets, and 

(Tolppanen & Syrjänen, 2003) 
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4.4.2 Sub – project City 
 

Here the grouting work at the two tunnels in sub-project City, Norrmalm and Norrström, will be 

summarized in one sub-chapter. The reason for this is that the grouting work was for large part 

adapted very similarly in the two projects. The basis for modification of the original grouting 

concepts was developed through trial grouting in Bangårdstunnel, which is an access tunnel 

towards Stockholm City Station. The trial grouting was performed in early part of 2010, prior to 

the start of actual grouting work. According to Mats Holmberg, who supervised the trials, the 

motive was to either confirm or alter the stop criteria as they were considered to be uneconomical. 

 

The analysis of data from the trial grouting at Bangårdstunnel was performed with the Real Time 

Grouting Control (RTGC) method. RTGC is a relatively new method and has not yet been fully 

tested, but the signs have been promising so far. The RTGC is based on theoretical grout spread in 

fractures, where the grouting work in each borehole can be regarded as finished when certain 

target values of the penetration lengths have been compared with the calculated lengths in real 

time (Tsuji, Holmberg, Stille, Yaghoobi Rafi, & Stille, 2012). The purpose of the trials at 

Bangården access tunnel were (Holmberg M. , 2011): 

 

 Analyzing the grouting protocols and examine the efficiency of stop criteria. 

 Investigate if revision can be made in order to produce more efficiency, while keeping 

within demands of the project. 

 

In total 14 continuous fans were grouted with a total of 326 holes, spanning a stretch of c.a. 250 

m. The RTGC had previously been used to certain extent in other tunneling and dam project, but 

not to this magnitude. Each fan generally had 22 holes of 22 m length. The c/c borehole distance 

was 2,5 m (Tsuji, Holmberg, Stille, Yaghoobi Rafi, & Stille, 2012).  The rock mass quality for the 

area was classified as “Good to Very good rock”, with RMR values ranging between 70 and 100 

(Holmberg M. , 2011).  

 

 

Figure 32: Layout of the area surrounding Station City, including Bangården access tunnel (Banverket 

Investeringsdivisionen, November 2007). 

 

The grouting was done by using the cement Injektering 30, with a 2 % addition of SetControl II. It 

is not the objective here to present the results of the trial testing in detail, but rather the main 

conclusions that resulted in the modification of the original grouting concepts.  
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The main conclusions of the trial grouting at Bangårdstunnel (Holmberg M. , 2011): 

 

 The design grouting pressure is reached quickly. For holes that have not been stopped due 

to volume-criteria’s achieve design pressure within 2 minutes. 

 The flow generally begins in 2D (radial) and then proceeds to 1D (channel). Normally this 

happens at a flow of c.a. 4-7 l/min, causing an increase in penetration lengths compared to 

the design which only bases its calculation on 2D flow. 

 Approximately 2% of the holes have more than 500 kg of grout material take. 

 Stop criteria can be optimized by observing: 

o Grouting holes without take 

o Grouting holes with small take < 40 l 

o Grouting holes with relatively large take where the flow proceeds slowly, c.a. 2 

l/min.  

o That few holes that are not connected have grout take > 300 l.  

 A maximum grouting time of 20 minutes seems sufficient given the properties of the grout 

and calculated penetration results. 

 

Based on the outcome of the trial grouting, the following adjustment to stop-criteria was suggested 

(According to Kompletterings PM-01, ID: 9523-026-00-001):  

 

 Grouting time of 20 minutes per hole. 

 Maximum volume excluding hole-filling is 500 liters. 

 After 10 minutes grouting time the grouting can be stopped at a flow lower than 2 l/min for 

2 minutes. 

 In holes where the flow is lower than 1 l/min for 5 minutes (sealed holes) the grouting can 

be stopped within 10 minutes. 

 Additional holes shall only be performed when maximum volume is reached in three or 

more holes in the floor, and 4 or more holes in other parts of the fan. 

 

Grouting procedure adapted at Norrmalmstunnel 

 

The grouting equipment for preparation of the grout mix (both mix 1 and mix 2) at 

Norrmalmstunnel comprised of Häny high shear colloidal mixer (capacity 1750 RPM), Häny 

agitator HRW 350, and Häny grout pump ZMP 610V.  According to the Work procedure (2010 – 

06 – 28) the alternative to the Häny equipment for the same application though, was type Craelius 

pump, mixer and agitator. The grouting cement used for the grouting work at Norrmalmstunnel 

was Injektering 30 (INJ30) with c.a. 2 % addition of Setcontrol II, similar to the recipe at the trial 

testing in Bangården. Tests made on the grout mix before application were: Mud balance, filter 

pump (for filtration stability check), Marsh cone, and cup test (sv. muggprov) to determine the 

setting time properties.  

 

The procedure at Norrmalmstunnel was modified quite much from the original concepts, 

influenced by the trial grouting at Bangården, site specific geological conditions, as well as 

personal experience by construction leaders working on site. The grouting order was in form of 

bottom-up grouting, i.e. starting at the floor (the hole showing the highest leakage first) and 

working upwards. Holes which showed connection to others were to be grouted at the same time, 

using separate pumps (2 pumps were available each time).  

 

The allowed grouting pressure was increased for the scenario when the rock cover was >20 m. 

The increase was from 2 MPa (original concepts) to 3 MPa. Although it stated in current version 

of the Technical description that the maximum grouting pressure is 2,7 MPa, the grouting 

protocols inspected indicate that the criteria used in practice was 3 MPa. The criteria for grouting 
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time per hole was 30 minutes. That is 10 minutes shorter than stated in the original concepts, but 

10 minutes longer than suggested after the Bangården grouting. According to comments in the 

Technical description this time was decided to provide good sealing of thin fractures, which 

naturally take longer to seal effectively.  

 

The stop-criteria for each hole used for the grouting work were: 

 

 30 minutes of grouting time or: 

o The flow is below 2 l/min for 2 minutes, grouting stopped. 

o The flow is below 1 l/min for 5 minutes, the grouting can be stopped within 10 

minutes. 

o Maximum volume of 500 liters (excluding filling of the grouting hole itself), the 

grouting is stopped.  

 

Two water to cement ratios for the grout mix could be applied, mix 1 with w/c = 0,8 and mix 2 

with w/c = 0,5. The thicker grout (w/c = 0,5) was to be utilized for filling the grouting hole itself. 

It is also stated in the Technical description that 0,5 grout could be used after maximum volume 

criteria was reached without necessary sealing, to avoid additional grouting holes. In Figure 34 the 

usual step-by-step grouting procedure in sub-project City, can be seen. Note that grouting time 

should be 30 min, but not 20 min in the figure. The 20 minutes apply for the grouting at 

Norrströmstunnel discussed below.  

 

A new routine regarding supplementary grouting was adapted for the grouting work, with the 

purpose of simplifying and clarifying the actions that should steer the application of additional 

grouting. Grout mix (w/c ratio could be determined based on conditions each time). The Figure 

xxx below shows the routine developed (reported in building memo nr. 020, bilaga 1, signed by 

Magnus Gustafsson).

 

Figure 33: Evaluation chart for supplementary grouting at Norrmalmstunnel. 

 

The evaluation chart in Figure 33 above was to be used following the below procedure:  

 

 The volume for each grouting hole shall be registered separately. Holes with connection where 

2 or more holes do not achieve hole filling shall be considered red holes. 

 To determine the extent of additional grouting for yellow holes, aid chart shall be used (Chart 

not shown her but is based on ground water pressure and inflow from probing holes). 

 Additional holes in the floor: If 3 or more holes meet the red criteria. 

 Additional holes in other parts of the fan: If 4 or more holes meet the red criteria. 

 If at least 50 % of holes reach 500 l. entirely new grouting fan should be drilled and grouted. 
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Grouting procedure adapted at Norrströmstunnel 

 

The modifications made at Norrströmstunnel from the original concepts, were mainly built on the 

conclusions from the trial testing at Bangården. The motive according to Mats Holmberg, an 

expert on grouting who was working on site, was that the original concepts were uneconomical 

and did not completely suit the conditions at hand.  

 

The equipment used for the grouting work at Norrströmstunnel consisted of a mixer (colloidal 

mixer, 1750 RPM), agitator and a pump. The specific models of those are however not specified 

in the Work procedure document. The grout mix used for the grouting work was the same as for 

Norrmalmstunnel, or INJ30 with c.a. 2 % addition of Setcontrol II.  Mats Holmberg states that 

INJ30 with Setcontrol was selected based on grout properties, good penetration and control of 

grout spread. Before starting the grouting work each time the following tests were made: Mud-

balance, filter pump, Marsh cone, and cup test.  

 

The early local adaptation at Norrström was presented in a document called Kompletterings-PM01 

dated 2010-06-24. So that document was released shortly after the trial groutings at Bangården, 

and following the conclusions from there (see page 45). Regarding modification of stop-critera 

that included: 

 

 20 minutes of grouting time or: 

o After 10 minutes of grouting, if the flow has gone below 2 l/min for 2 minutes the 

grouting can be stopped in that hole. 

o The flow as gone under 1 l/min for 5 minutes, then the grouting in that hole can be 

stopped within 10 minutes of grouting.  

o The maximum volume of 500 l (excluding hole filling) is reached. 

 

From the above it can be seen that the stop-criteria is very similar to that was used at 

Norrmalmstunnel, apart from the grouting time which was 10 minutes shorter. The maximum 

Testing methods for cementitious grouts 

 

 

Table 21: Commonly used testing methods to determine the properties of cementitious grouts. Sources: (Thorsell, 

2012-03-20), and (Tolppanen & Syrjänen, 2003). 
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grouting pressure criteria was kept as in the original concepts or 2 MPa. Mats Holmberg states that 

one should always be cautious when using high grout pressures, he feels that for the conditions 

present at Citybanan an (over)pressure of 2,0-2,5 MPa was well suited. Thicker grout with w/c = 

0,5 was allowed where high flows and buildup of back pressure were occurring. Maximum 

volume of that grout time used was 150 l. per hole. The thicker grout could also be applied to 

avoid supplementary grouting after the 500 liters volume criteria was reached. Grout tend to flow 

the easiest path, or to the larger fractures. Then risking that the finest fractures will be left totally 

unsealed. 

 

Hole length in the Norrström tunnel was 22 meters (according to Technical description). However 

it is stated in some protocols inspected that the grouted length was 21 meters. Adaptation were 

made, meaning shorter holes, shorter look-out, less pressure etc., if there was motive for doing so 

based on conditions. Those conditions could be proximity to other underground structure, highly 

fractured zones etc. Then the holes length were often 12-16 meters. This is not only applicable to 

Norrströmstunnel both also the other sub-projects. 

 

 

Figure 34: The procedure regarding grouting work generally applied in sub-project City. Note that the 

grouting time is 30 minutes for Norrmalmstunnel. Also the volume criteria was reduced early on for the 

Norrströmstunnel to 200 – 250 liters per hole. The flow criteria 1 l/min was revoked during some parts of 

the tunnels part of the Norrströmstunnel sub-project. 

Further modification were made to the grouting procedure, early on in the grouting work. The 

volume criteria was reduced significantly. According to Max Hellström, a construction leader on 

the site of Norrströmstunnel, 500 liters per hole was to high an induced risk of uncontrolled 

spreading of the grout. Mats Holmberg also mentions this when asked, and posits that the volume 

criteria was reduced to 200 liters per hole.  

 

A Building memo (nr. 124) signed by Max Hellström and dated from 2011-05-13 introduces new 

stop criteria that were to apply for significant stretches of both track and service tunnels. Those 

parts influenced according to the building memo are: 

 

 Track tunnel: 

 N2: 34+223 – 34+375 

 S3: 34+260 – 34+375 

 U2: 34+310 – 34+355 
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 S1: 34+260 – 34+355 

 Service tunnel: 1+370 – 1+460 

 

According to building memo 124 the grouting pressure for those stretches was increased from 1,5 

MPa to 2,0 MPa. The maximum volume was altered and reduced to minimize the risk and 

uncertainty regarding uncontrolled spreading of the grout material. The changes made from then 

acting Technical description were: 

 

 When a volume of 250 liters (excluding hole filling) is achieved in 22 m hole, the 

grouting can be stopped. Hole filling should then be performed with w/c ratio 0,5 after 

maximum volume has been reached. That replaced the before criteria of 500 liters per 

hole. 

 Grouting should go on for at least 10 minutes for every hole. However the grouting can 

be stopped if maximum volume is achieved within the 10 minutes. This replaced the 

before statement that a hole with flow that has been below 1 l/min for 5 minutes could be 

stopped within 10 minutes. 

 

During some isolated parts, i.e. at the platform area at Centalen, higher pressures were allowed. 

Also a grout w/c = 0,6 was used where high inflow was occurring at the East platform (Building 

memo nr. 206; 2012 – 01 - 02). These cases were though not common. 

 

The routine regarding additional grouting was revised and relaxed from the original concepts. 

Based on results from probing holes measuring inleakage. An evaluation chart was made and 

presented in Figure 35 below, similar to what was done at Norrmalmstunnel but even more 

simplified, excluding the yellow criteria. Note that in Figure 35 the volume axis (x-axis) has a 

maximum value of 500 liters, although usually 200-250 liters were used in practice at 

Norrströmstunnel. This is due to that the figure was made at early stages where the volume criteria 

had not been changed yet. However the same scheme can be and was used by using 200 or 250 l 

instead of the 500 l as maximum.  

 

 

Figure 35: Evaluation chart for supplementary grouting at Norrströmstunnel. 

The evaluation chart in Figure 35 above was to be used following the below procedure according 

to Kompletterings PM01 and Mats Holmberg. 

 

 Additional holes shall be made in the floor: If 3 or more holes meet the red criteria. 

 Additional holes shall be made in other parts: If 4 or more holes meet the red criteria. 
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4.4.3 Södermalmstunnel 
 

The resources available for the grouting work as mentioned in the Work Preparation document 

(2010-05-24) are boomer (for drilling), pump, mixer, lifting platform, and treatment plant effluent. 

Personnel at hand are said to be 1 supervisor, 1 foreman, 3 workers, and 1 surveyor. This listing of 

person present at the time grouting is not mentioned in the Work procedure for the other projects. 

The grout mix used at Södermalmstunnel was cement INJ30 with c.a. 0,65 % addition of Cementa 

HPM from Sika Sverige.  

 

 The length of grouting holes used at Södermalmstunnel was generally 21 meters long, with 

possible adaptations made if conditions demanded so. That includes shorts holes (shorter fans), 

more holes, less look-out etc. According to the Work preparation he look-out used was 2-2,5 

meters where original concept 1 was planned for use, and 3,0 more concepts 2. With an overlap of 

between fans 5 – 8 meters. Maximum grouting pressure used was normally 1,7 MPa when 

protocols are inspected, although 2 MPa is stated in the Technical description. 

 

Similar to procedure at the other projects the grouting should be started with high flow to reach 

designed grouting pressure quickly. The pressure was then to be kept constant throughout the 

remaining of the grouting time. Hole that were determined to be related were to be grouted at the 

same time, as long as the resources available allowed so. The grouting started at the floor in the 

hole showing the highest water loss, and then worked upwards. 

 

The following stop-criteria for the grouting work was used the Södermalmstunnel: 

 

 30 minutes grouting time per hole or: 

o The flow has gone under 5 l/min for the past 5 minutes. 

o A maximum volume of 500 l (excluding hole filling) is achieved in the hole. 

 

At the stretch of Södermalmstunnel there are passages with low rock cover (< 5 m) occurring, e.g. 

where the tunnel profile is brought closer to the surface around station 35+700. There an adapted 

version of Concept 1 was used. The length of the grouting holes was then modified based on the 

rock cover and results from probe drillings. There are also parts where the tunnel was being 

excavated in close proximity to other underground facilities. In those cases concept 1 was also 

adapted to suits the conditions. The adapted design as stated in Technical Description was: 

 

 Length of grouting holes depend on proximity to existing facility, and amount of rock 

cover.  

 Look out: 1,5 m. 

 Maximum grouting pressure of 0,5 MPa if the grouting hole is located 3-10 m from the 

existing structure. 1,0 MPa if any of the grouting holes are situated 10 – 15 m from the 

existing structure. 

 Maximum volume of 250 l per hole 

 

The routine regarding supplementary grouting is similar to that described in the original concepts 

according to the technical description. It is not known however how this was enforced in the field.  
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4.5 Summary  
 

 Table 22: Summary of the main aspects of the grouting work at the studied sub-projects of Citybanan. The 

idea for the table and most of the entries is based on a similar study by Thomas Dalmalm, 2004 as a part of 

his doctoral thesis. There he compared grouting data from 5 tunnelling projects in Sweden, and 1 in 

Norway. For procedure, thickening is referring to an initial grout mix with higher w/c ration and a 

successively lowering of the w/c ratio. Hole intensity is the number of holes in a fan divided by the tunnel 

size or area in square meters.
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5. RESULTS FROM GROUTING WORKS AND ANALYSIS 

OF DATA 

 

5.1 Basis for assessment of grouting work 
 

Due to the degree of uncertainty of various aspects regarding the grouting work, a comparative 

analysis and assessment of grouting work between sub-projects is hard to perform. The main 

uncertainty factors is the geology. This is due to rock mass properties, most of the rock mass is in 

its nature inhomogeneous anisotropic non-elastic. Exact water bearing capacity is difficult to 

measure since even small variations in calculation of aperture size, can results in drastically 

different amounts of flow. 

 

The objective of this analysis is to examine chosen stretches of each tunnel, which are chosen with 

the aim of minimizing geological uncertainty, as described more in detail in next sub-chapter. The 

stretches chosen are all in track tunnels (track tunnel U2). Below a summary Table 23 describing 

the location and conditions at the chosen parts can be seen: 

 

Table 23: The stretches chosen where analysis of grouting protocols is performed. 

 
 

The goal of the assessment is to determine key figures from the grouting work at each of the sub-

projects that will shine some light on the matter of how successful the grouting at Citybanan rock 

tunnels actually turned out to be, with respect to both sealing and time & volume consumed. The 

methodology behind the analysis of the grouting work is presented in the next two sub-chapters. 

 

The second part of the analysis of the grouting work is to use recent inflow measurements 

performed by Bergab and compare them to the allowed inflow limits. The inflow assessment can 

be divided into two parts. The first one is to see if the inflow after grouting is within limits set by 

the Environment Court and the second part is estimation of sealing effect in the track tunnels 

based on individual measurements from weirs. The inflow and sealing effect assessment is 

somewhat complicated due to different administrative division of the Citybanan project into 

subparts in the rulings according the Environmental Court. This is further described in sub-chapter 

5.1.2 below. 

 

5.1.1 Quantifiable analysis of grouting protocols 
 

In accordance with the Technical descriptions of the different contracts the contractor was 

obligated to record various data for each hole during the grouting. That includes hole length, 

pressure, pumping time, and grouted volume. In addition the pressure and flow had to be 
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registered continuously while pumping of the grout. The data from the grouting is summarized for 

each fan in so-called Grouting Protocol. Example of protocol can be seen in Appendix E.  

 

The analysis here will focus on the pumping time and volume. This is done by summing up the 

time and volume for each grouting hole in the selected fans. All fans have been selected in an area 

where Rock type A is dominating and the conductivity of the rock assumed similar. The intent of 

this is to minimize the influence of the geology between the different tunnels. This will make the 

analysis more comparable, i.e. by finding out which contractor had the longest grouting time, or 

used the largest amount of grout to seal the rock. These parameters can then be transferred to 

costs, if that is the motive. 

The study of grouting protocols will be divided into two cases. The first one where all fans in the 

selected areas are taken into the calculation, and the second on where only “Normal fans” are 

considered and “Special fans” kept out of the calculation. Normal fans here are the fans which are 

used when the conditions are considered normal or traditional, i.e. regarding hole lengths, number 

of holes and so on. Special fans can be distinguished from normal fans by the following factors: 

 

1. Shorter grouting holes than normally – Normally usually means 21 m. 

2. The hole lengths are variable within the fan. In few cases different lengths are used for the 

grout holes within the same fan. 

3. Different number of grouting holes in a fan than normally – Note that this is taken as 

special fan if the difference consists of number of holes, i.e. few more or few less holes. If 

only one or two extra holes are used or skipped the fan will still be classified as normal. 

4. Only part of the tunnel periphery is grouted, i.e. only the roof or only the floor. 

5. If the grouted tunnel area (m2) differs greatly from the usual – this criteria is however only 

used once, in the Norrströmstunnel. 

 

The assessment will first be done individually for each sub-project, and then compared. The 

comparison will include (as can be seen later in this chapter): 

 

 Comparison considering all fans 

 Comparison considering only normal fans 

 Statistical comparison  

 

 

5.1.2 Inflow and sealing effect 
 

As stated before the evaluation on the efficiency of the grouting operations regarding sealing of 

the rock mass and reduction of inleakage will be performed in two parts. First part is to inspect, 

using a series of recent measurements, weather the inflow to Citybanans tunnel is within limits 

(liters per minute) set by the Swedish Environmental Court (sv: Miljödomen).  

 

The inflow measurements used for the analysis were performed by Bergab (Berggeologiska 

undersökningar AB), both late 2013 and in the beginning of 2014. According to Anna Almerheim, 

an expert on geohydrology at Bergab, they set up and conduct inleakage measurements on 

stretches according to the division by the environmental court rulings. This is quite unfortunate for 

the analysis in this thesis since here the evaluation is based on the administrative division 

according to TRV. Further explanation of the difference between the two divisions can be seen in 

Table 24.  
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Table 24: Comparison of the division of Citybanan according to the Environmental court and Trafikverket. 

 
 

The first part of the evaluation will thus consider the division according to the Environmental 

court, based on data from Bergab. A summary of the court ruling with the inflow limits of the 

different stretches can be seen in Table 25 below.  

 

Table 25: Summary of currently valid court rulings regarding inflow to different stretches 

 
 

The inflow data provided by Bergab and inflow requirements according to the Environmental 

court is presented in Appendix D.  

 

The second part of the inleakage assessment is the estimation of sealing effect in the track tunnels, 

based on measurements from weirs at the tunnels. According to Anna Almerheim at Bergab there 

are a number of weir and pump groups installed at the different tunnels, which are used to measure 

inleakage. Each weir covers a certain zone of each tunnel and thus the measurement represents the 

total inflow from that zone. Some weirs are installed in track tunnels, others in service- or access 

tunnels. Maps provided by Anna Almerheim showing the location and ID of the different fans in 

both sub-project City and South can be seen in Appendix D.  

 

The method of calculating sealing effect has been discussed previously in this thesis, the method 

for sealing effect is introduced in Equation 1 on page 11. Besides the sealing effect the analysis 
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will also revolve around estimating the conductivity of grouted zone. This can be achieved by 

rearranging Equation 2 on page 13. Where 𝐷 = 2 ∙ 𝑟𝑡. This action will give the expression for the 

conductivity of the grouted zone as: 

 

𝑘𝑔 =
1

2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝐻
𝑞𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

− ln
4 ∙ 𝐻
𝐷 − 𝜉

ln
𝐷 + 2𝑡
𝐷 ∙ 𝑘

+ 1

                (11) 

An illustrative explanation of the input parameters in 

Equation 11 is shown in Figure 36 on the left. The most 

important factors in being able to get correct conductivity 

of the grouted zone is to use relevant values for both the 

conductivity of the rock mass and the measured inflow. 

Other parameters, are assumed to be constant in the same 

way as was done during the design of the original grouting 

concepts (see Table 7 on page 17). This is done so the  

outcome can be compared to the inflow calculations 

(liters per minute per 100 m of tunnel) done by the 

designers (Tables 3 and 4) of the original concepts, 

although this will not represent the actual correct 

values each time. 

 

Anna Almerheim states that the measurements performed using the weirs produce so-called 

moment flow, representing the total water flow in the zone of each weir in liters per minute. 

Moment flow is found by timing how much time it takes to fill a bucket with known volume. 

Measured moment flow for each weir can be found in Appendix D. That includes several 

measurements from each weir.  

 

One disadvantage for the evaluation in this thesis is the position and way the affected zone of each 

weir is defined. Since Bergab’s job is to compare the inflow to the Environmental court rulings, 

the positions of weirs are varying depending on sub-project. Meaning that weirs are not present in 

the track tunnel for every sub-projects. Making it hard to estimate the contribution of the track 

tunnel in the total inflow. This fact might be easier to understand by looking at Figure 37.  

 

 

Figure 37: Affected zone of weir. For weir 9523NC55UT this mean that the affected zone is all the green 

zone. Including all track tunnel, and service tunnel. Note that this particular weir is not used for the 

eventual sealing effect calculations. 

Figure 36: Illustrated view of relevant factors 

when calculating inflow into a grouted tunnel 

(Stille & Eriksson, Cementinjektering i hårt berg, 

2005). 

Track 

tunnels 

Service 

tunnel 
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From Figure 37 it is obvious that trying to estimate the input of each of the track tunnel tubes in 

the total number for all the green zone for weir 9523NC55UT in the Norrström project is hard. In 

other cases like for Norrmalms- and Södermalmtunnels where there are weir present in the track 

tunnel, making the calculation of sealing effect more reliable. How inflow to the track tunnels are 

estimated for the different sub-projects is described in sub-chapter 5.4 Sealing effect. 

 

5.2 Analysis of protocols 
 

5.2.1 Vasatunnel and Odenplan 
 

In total 24 pre-grouting fans spanning 329 meters are inspected, from 31+924 – 32+253, therefore 

all fans are in the official span of Vasatunnel except the last one which goes 3 meters into the 

Odenplan region.  A plan and profile view of the analyzed zone can be seen in Appendix B: 

Geological Prognosis. The whole area is rock type A, and hydraulic conductivity in the range of 

10−8 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 10−7. The fans are all track tunnel U2. A plan view of part of the area (c.a. 32+000 – 

32+100) is shown in Figure 38 below. 

 

 

Figure 38: A planar view of stretch 32+000 – 31+100 of Vasatunnel. Fans analysed are in track tunnel U2 

The conditions for grouting are generally normal for application of grouting work for most part of 

the area chosen. According to Jonas Paulsson, the onsite geologist, adapted fans were used in the 

zone around 32+070 due to proximity to an existing tunnel facility. That meant that shorter 

grouting holes and more overlap between fans, were used in the area (c.a. 31+072 – 31+108). For 

that fact 5 fans in that span will be considered “special”. Special fans are marked with grey color 

in Table 26 below.  In addition to this 3 fans are also considered as special due to increased 

number of holes used. Those are at 32+118 with 32 grouting holes, 32+134 with 35 holes, and 

32+182 with 43 holes. Generally 27 holes are used for “ideal” normal conditions. 

 

The results from analysis of the grouting protocols at Vasatunnel, are presented in Table 26. In 

total 686 grouting holes and 79 re-grouting holes are considered. Re-grouting holes were drilled if 

any holes showed unfulfilling results, i.e. reaching maximum volume criteria without complete 

sealing. Maximum grouting time (pumping time) for a single fan is 15,31 hours and 3,6 hours is 

the minimum time spent pumping a single fan. The total time spent grouting the 24 fans is just 

under 230 hours or c.a. 9,6 days. Note that this time is only for pumping the grout. It does not 

consider the time spent on other aspects of the grouting cycle, such as drilling, cleaning of holes, 

mounting of packers etc. If the 8 “special fans” are excluded from the calculation the total time is 

151 hours. 

Track N2 Track U2 
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Table 26: Results from analysed grouting protocols at sub-project Vasatunnel & Odenplan. Showing e.g. 

total pumping time and total volume of grout used.  Fans considered “special fans” are highlighted with 

grey colour.  

 
 

Total volume used on the grouting of 686 holes is 88.572 liters. When only normal fans are 

considered the volume spent reduces to c.a. 64.000 liters. Figure 39 below shows an example of a 

normal fan and a special fan occurring at the inspected area of Vasatunnel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 40 a column chart is presented showing the total pumping time and grouted volume for 

each fan. The mean line is also shown to make it easier to identity which fans took the longest 

Figure 39: Example of a normal fan (left) and a special fan (right). The normal fan was grouted at 31+940 

and the special fan at 32+182. The special fan has more grouting holes (43) since the wall that separates the 

two track tunnels N2 and U2 is also being grouted. 
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time etc. The average (mean) pumping time for the 24 fans is 9,58 hours, and the average volume 

is 3.691 liters.  

 

 

Figure 40: The upper figure shows the pumping times of all fans analysed, with an average of 9,58 hours. 

The lower figure shows the volume of grout used per fan, with an average of 3.691 liters.  

In Figure 41 it can be seen how each fan contributes as a percentage of total time and volume 

spent grouting. The accumulated time and volume is also shown. It is interesting to see the 

development and slope of the accumulated lines. The volume takes a jump around 31+989 (c.a. 

8.900 liters volume used on that fan), and the whole line for the volume is less even (linear) then 

the line for accumulated pumping time.  

 

 

Figure 41: Contribution of each fan as a % of both total pumping time and grouted volume. The 

accumulation of both time and volume is also shown with R2 values showing how well the accumulated 

data fits to a linear trend line. 
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5.2.2 Norrmalmstunnel 
 

In total 25 pre-grouting fans are analyzed at part of the Norrmalmstunnel evaluation. The area 

stretches between 33+047 and 33+401. Similar to the assessed zone in Vasatunnel all fans are 

grouted in rock type A with hydraulic conductivity in the range of 10−8 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 10−7. All fans 

inspected are in track tunnel U2. Planar and profile view of the analyzed zone can be seen in 

Appendix B: Geological prognosis. Below a plan view of part of the inspected stretch is shown 

(c.a. 33+200 – 33+300) in Figure 42. 

 

 

Figure 42: A planar view of stretch 33+200 – 33+300 of Norrmalstunnel.  

The conditions for grouting are very good in all of the area. With grouting similar to concept 1 

applicable, with eventual adaptations of course. Just before the area chosen for the assessment 

there is a weakness zone occurring, c.a. from 33+000 – 33+050 where the rock is assumed to be of 

type C (30≤RMR≤50). More holes were used in the first two fans inspected, probably due to this 

reason. However neither the grouting volume nor pumping time are noticeably higher in those 

fans. Those 2 first fans assessed will still be classified as special fans to the increased number of 

grouting holes. All fans have hole lengths of 21 m, and overlap between fans is generally 6-8 

meters although with a few exceptions. Two other fans are considered to be special fans due to 

unusual number of grouting holes. Those are fan 21 (at 33+350) with 26 holes, and fan 25 

(33+401) with 35 holes. 

 

The results from the analysis of the grouting protocols at Norrmalmstunnel, are presented in Table 

27. In total 788 grouting holes were taken into account, with 7 re-grouting holes. Maximum 

pumping time for a single fan is 12,60 hours and 3,98 hours is the minimum time spent pumping a 

single fan. The total time spent on pumping the grout for the 25 fans is 166 hours or just under 7 

days. When the 4 “special fans” are excluded from the calculation the total time is 143,31 hours. 

The total volume considering all fans is 73.544 liters. Only considering normal fans volume 

becomes 63.165 liters, with a hole count of 657.  
 

 

 

 

Track N2 
Track U2 
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Table 27: Results from analysed grouting protocols at sub-project Norrmalmstunnel, showing e.g. pumping 

time and grouted volume. Fans considered “special fans” are highlighted with grey colour. 

 
 

In Figure 43 an example of normal and a special fan occurring during the analysis of the grouting 

fans at Norrmalmstunnel is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 44 a column chart is presented showing the total pumping times and grouted volume for  

Figure 43: Example of a normal fan (left) and a special fan (right). The normal fan was grouted at 33+155 

and the special fan at 33+061. The special fan has more grouting holes (36) presumably because of a 

weakness zone present about 10-20 meters from the fan. 
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each fan. The mean line is also shown to make it easier to identity which fans took the longest 

time etc. The average (mean) pumping time for the 25 fans is 6,64 hours, and the average volume 

is 2.942 liters.  

 

 

Figure 44: The upper figure shows the pumping times of all fans analysed, with an average of 6,64 hours. 

The lower figure shows the volume of grout used per fan, with an average of 2.942 liters.  

Figure 44 presents to what extent each fan contributes as a percentage of the total pumping time 

and volume spent on the grouting work at the selected area. The accumulated time and volume is 

also shown. The accumulated time and volume lines follow each other very well, indicating a 

strong correlation between the two. 

 

 

Figure 45: Contribution of each fan as a % of both total pumping time and grouted volume. The 

accumulation of both time and volume is also shown with R2 values. 
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5.2.3 Norrströmstunnel 
 

The number of pre-grouting fans for Norrströmstunnel that are part of this assessment are 23. The 

area is divided in two parts. The first one stretching from 34+255 – 34+424 and the second part 

from 34+814 – 34+987. This was done so all fans would be in an area with rock type A conditions 

and conductivity in the range of 10−8 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 10−7. The fans inspected for the first stretch are in 

track tunnel U2, while for the second part the fans are in the joint track tunnel for U2 and N2. 

Planar and profile view of the analyzed zone be seen in Appendix B: Geological prognosis. In 

Figure 46 below a plan view of part of the analyzed region is shown (c.a. 34+800 – 34+900) 

 

 

Figure 46: A planar view of part 34+800 – 34+900 at Norrmalmstunnel. 

 

The conditions for grouting are generally very good for the whole of the chosen zone. No 

weakness zones are occurring according to the geological prognosis for the Norrströmstunnel. 

However there are number of fans that are classified as special, especially in the second stretch 

(34+814 – 34+987) due to some variations in the tunnel geometry etc. Most can have hole lengths 

of 21 m, but the number of holes is quite variable. For that reason fans number 14, 16, 19, 21 and 

23 will be classified as special fans. On few occasions only part of tunnel periphery is grouted, 

meaning that grouting does not take place in either wall or the floor. The fans that meet those 

conditions are number 11, 12, 15, and 20. Fan number 15 is also skipped due to unusually large 

area being grouted. Thus 8 of the 23 fans are classified as special. Notice that for one fan (34+814) 

the pumping time is not registered. According to the grouting protocol for that fan, the logging 

device did not work during the grouting of that fan. 

 

The results from the analysis of the grouting protocols for Norrströmstunnel, are presented in 

Table 28. A total 567 grouting holes are inspected, with 17 re-grouting holes. Maximum pumping 

time for a single fan is 11,63 hours while 3,83 is the minimum. The total time spent on pumping 

the grout for all 23 fans is c.a. 149 hours or just over 6 days. When the 8 “special fans” are 

excluded from the calculation the total time calculated is 86,39 hours. The total volume when all 

fans are considered is 49.343 liters. Only considering normal fans gives a total volume of 30.453 

liters, with 325 holes.  
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Table 28: Results from analysed grouting protocols at sub-project Norrströmstunnel. Fans considered 

“special fans” are highlighted with grey colour. 

 
In Figure 47 an example of normal fan versus special fan that occurred during the analysis of 

protocols is given. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 48 the total pumping times and grouted volume for each fan is summarized. The mean 

line is also shown to make it easier to identity which fans took the longest time etc. The average 

(mean) pumping time for the 23 fans is 6,76 hours, and the average volume is 2.145 liters.  

Figure 47: Example of a normal fan (left) and a special fan (right). The normal fan was grouted at 

34+364 and the special fan at 34+864. The special fan has less tip distance between holes and only part 

of the tunnel periphery is grouted. 
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Figure 48: The upper figure shows the pumping times of all fans analysed, with an average of 6,76 hours. 

The lower figure shows the volume of grout used per fan, with an average of 2.145 liters. 

Figure 49 presents the contribution of each fan as a percentage of the total pumping time and 

volume spent on the grouting work at the selected area. The accumulated time and volume is also 

shown.  

 

 

Figure 49: Contribution of each fan as a % of both total pumping time and grouted volume. The 

accumulation of both time and volume is also shown with R2 values. 
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5.2.4 Södermalmstunnel 
 

Number of pre-grouting fan considered for the grouting assessment in the Södermalmstunnel is 

24. Similar to the analysis in Norrströmstunnel the stretch is divided into two parts. The first one 

from start of Södermalmstunnel at 35+460 to 35+560. The second part is then from 35+738 – 

35+964. This is done to minimize the effect of geology on the results, by all fans being grouted in 

type A rock. The conductivity is in the same range as for the other sub-projects. All fans are in the 

track tunnel. Plan and profile view of the assessed regions can be seen in Appendix B: Geological 

prognosis. In Figure 50 below a plan view of part of the analyzed zone is shown (c.a. 35+780 – 

35+880). 

 

 

Figure 50: A planar view of part 35+780 – 35+880 of Södermalmstunnel. 

The general conditions for grouting are very good within the whole zone chosen. However the 

amount of rock cover above the tunnel tube is lower than for the other projects, as the tunnel is 

moving closer to the surface for the second part chosen where it connects to a concrete tunnel 

around 36+000. No weakness zones are described in the geological prognosis. In total 7 of the 24 

fans inspected are considered as special fans. Fans 7, 8, 16 and 23 are classified as special due to 

different amount of grouting holes from the usual. The remaining special fans are fans where only 

part of the tunnel periphery is grouted. In fan 8 (35+560) a very high number of grouting holes 

were used, or 57, due to some holes showing very high leakage. 

 

Results from the analysis of grouting protocols at Södermalmstunnel, are presented in Table 29. In 

total 772 grouting holes are included in the evaluation. Maximum pumping time for a single fan is 

15,33 hours and 3,97 hours is the minimum time spent pumping of grout for a single fan. The total 

time used for pumping the 24 fans is c.a. 206 hours or just under 9 days. Maximum volume for a 

single fan is 4.013 liters, while the minimum is 1.211 liters. When only normal fans are considered 

the total time is 134,83 hours, and the total volume is 46.708 liters. Number of holes when the 

special fans are excluded amount to 549. 
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Table 29: Results from analysed grouting protocols at sub-project Södermalmstunnel Fans considered 

“special fans” are highlighted with grey colour. 

 
 

In Figure 51 below an example of normal fan versus special fan that were used for the analysis of 

protocols is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 52 the total pumping times and grouted volume for each fan is summarized. The mean 

line is also shown to make it easier to identify which fans took the longest time and used the most 

Figure 51: Example of a normal fan (left) and a special fan (right). The normal fan was grouted at 35+476 

and the special fan at 34+560. The special fan has 57, holes which is considerably higher than the normal 

case. 
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volume etc. The average (mean) pumping time for the 24 fans is 8,57 hours, and the average 

volume is 2.636 liters.  

 

 

Figure 52: The upper figure shows the pumping times of all fans analysed, with an average of 8,57 hours. 

The lower figure shows the volume of grout used per fan, with an average of 2.636 liters. 

Figure 53 shows the contribution of each fan as a percentage of the pumping time and volume 

spent on the grouting work at the selected area. The accumulated time and volume is also shown.  

 

Figure 53: Contribution of each fan as a % of both total pumping time and grouted volume. The 

accumulation of both time and volume is also shown with R2 value. 
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5.3 Inflow analysis according to Environmental court rulings 
 

Here an assessment of whether the inflow at the different parts of Citybanan meet the 

requirements set by the Environmental court will be made. This is based on inflow measurements 

received from Bergab, who supervise the inleakage measurements in the tunnels of Citybanan. 

The data from Bergab can be seen is Appendix D: Inleakage data, maps, and limits. The dividing 

of Citybanan in parts according to the environmental court has already been presented in sub-

chapter 5.1.2. earlier in this thesis. The court rulings including the limits regarding inflow for the 

different parts is also shown in Appendix D. 

 

In Table 30 the measured values of inflow by Bergab, and the date of measurement can be seen. 

Here the results from two different measurements are included, the first one was done at the end of 

January 2014, and the second at end of February of the same year. The requirement for the stretch 

Tomteboda – Riddarholmen (includes Vasatunnel, Norrmalmstunnel, and Norrströmstunnel) is 

653 l/min total. While for Södermalm the limit is 110 l/min.  

Table 30: Inflow limits according to the environmental court, measured inflow data, and time of 

measurements. 

 

In Figure 55 below the contribution in total inflow from each of the 4 stretches within the part 

Tomteboda – Riddarholmen, from both measurements, is visualized. The first one showing a total 

of 411 l/min and the second one somewhat less, or 361 l/min. Stretch 3 (33+500 – 34+500) is the 

largest contributor with 40-50 % of the total flow.  

 

Figure 54: Results from inflow measurements performed by Bergab for part Tomteboda – Riddarholmen. 

From both Table 31 and Table 32 below it is evident that the requirements set by the 

environmental court ruling is met for all parts of Citybanan. According the first measurement 

(Table 31) the inflow for Tomteboda – Riddarholmen is c.a. 63 % of what is allowed. For 
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Södermalm the inleakage is quite low or only 26 % of the allowed inflow of 110 l/min. The only 

tunnel part showing inflow numbers close to what is allowed, is the work tunnel at Torsgatan. In 

fact that has been a troublesome stretch and the limit has been changed a few times, that will 

however not be described here in detail. 

Table 31: Results from inflow measurement for Citybanan performed on 2014-01-31 to 2014 – 02 – 01. 

 

The second measurement performed one month after the first one show even less inflow numbers. 

For Tomteboda – Riddarholmen stretch the inflow is c.a. 55 % of the allowed inleakage of 653 

l/min. While for Södermalmstunnel the value is 24 % of the allowed inleakage. 

Table 32: Results from inflow measurement for Citybanan performed on 2014-02-28 to 2014 – 03 – 01. 

 

From both measurement in discussion here and performed by Bergab, it is clear that the criteria 

regarding inflow according to the environmental court, is fully met for all parts of Citybanan. The 

only “trouble” area that has inflow close to the allowed number, is the work tunnel at Torsgatan. 

 

5.4 Sealing effect 
 

5.4.1 Vasatunnel and Odenplan 
 

For sub-project Vasatunnel & Odenplan the evaluation of sealing effect in the track tunnel is built 

on inflow measurement from two weir. Those are weirs 9509BB08MD which is located in the 

track tunnel of Vasatunnel around 31+900. The second weir that is used for the evaluation is 

called Measurement tank D2, it located around 31+900 similar as the other weir. The exact 

location and the zone from which water is collected to each weir is shown in a map in Appendix D. 

The influence zone for 9509BB08MD has been calculated to span about 818 meters, spanning 

approximately 31+060 – 31+876. The influence zone for Measurement tank 2 has been calculated 

to have the length of 1.097 meters, spanning the stretch 31+875 – 32+972 which includes both 

parts of Vasatunnel and the station at Odenplan. 

 

Two different measurements from each weir have been taken into account when calculating the 

conductivity of the grouted zone. The conductivity before grouting is taken as the average 

conductivity from the core drillings made at both Vasatunnel and Odenplan. The average 

conductivity for Vasatunnel is thus 4,5 ∙ 10−7 m/s and for the Odenplan part 5,0 ∙ 10−8 m/s.  
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The measured inflow by Bergab and calculation of both conductivity of the grouted zone and 

sealing effect is shown in Table 33. The following procedure is applied to estimate the inflow per 

tunnel tube (taking the measurement performed on 2014-01-31):  

 

 Total inflow from weir: 42,31 l/min. 

 Influence zones is 818 m, so: 
42,31 𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛

818 
∙ 100𝑚 = 5,17 𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛/100𝑚 

 There are 2,5 tunnel tubes in the influence zone: 1 track tunnel, 1 service tunnel, and ½ is 

added due to number of cross-tunnel and water from access shafts. Thus: 
5,17 𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛/100𝑚

2,5
= 2,07 𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛/100𝑚 

Identical procedure is used to estimate the inflow in liters per minute per 100 m tunnel for each 

weir that is part of the analysis in thesis. 

 

From Table 33 the calculation from weir 9509BB08MD shows, by taking the average of the two 

measurement that the acquired sealing effect from the grouting was 95,1 %. This is calculated by 

taking the estimated inflow before grouting which is 40,7 l/min/100 m according to Table 4, and 

then using Equation 1 to get the sealing effect. The reduction in conductivity is considerably high 

after grouting, or roughly 250 times less than it was before grouting. Calculated conductivity of 

the grouted zone is c.a. 1,85 ∙ 10−9 𝑚/𝑠. 

Table 33: Results from calculation of conductivity after grouting and sealing effect, for track tunnel. MD 

stands for mätdamm, this is the Swedish word for weir. 

 
 

For Measurement tank D2, which has an influence zone mostly located at the Odenplan region, 

including the platform tunnels, of the sub-project the results are somewhat different. The 

estimated inflow before grouting for Odenplan was 10,5 l/min/100 m according to Table 4. That is 

much less than was expected for the Vasatunnel. 

 

Measurement tank D2 has as stated before an influence zone of 1.097 m, number of tunnel tubes 

vary between 3 and 4, thus an average of 3,5 tubes has been used for the calculations. The results 

from the calculation of sealing effect and conductivity of the grouting zone are presented in Table 

34. The sealing effect is lower than for weir 9509BB09MD, which is understandable since the 

inflow before grouting was quite low. The ratio between conductivity before and after grouting is 

average around 30, meaning 30 times less conductivity after grouting. 
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Table 34: Results from calculation of conductivity after grouting and sealing effect, for track tunnel. 

 
 

5.4.2 Norrmalmstunnel 
 

Inflow measurements from two weirs have been used for the calculation of sealing effect in the 

Norrmalmstunnel. The first one, 9515ST14MD is situated in the track tunnel at 33+342, and the 

second one 9515ST18MD also in the track tunnel at the c.a. 33+500. The calculation for both 

weirs is based on measurements from 7 different dates, the oldest one from October 2013 and the 

latest one from February 2014.  

 

The results of the calculation of both conductivity after grouting and sealing effect can be seen in 

Table 35. The conductivity before grouting for Norrmalmstunnel is taken from the document 

Strategi för injekertingsarbeten, as 1,3 ∙ 10−7 m/s. This value has been presented before in thesis, 

when describing the original concepts in Table 7 on page 17. The inflow before grouting for 

Norrmalmstunnel was expected to be 24,0 l/min/100 m.  

Table 35: Results from calculation based on measurement from weir 9515ST14MD 

 
 

According to Table 35 the average sealing effect is 95,2 %. The reduction in conductivity of the 

rock after grouting is roughly 115 times that what was before. The influence zone for weir 

9515ST14MD is estimated to span 176 meters, and the flow is divided between 2 tunnel tubes. 

 

The influence zone for weir 9515ST18MD is a stretch of 379 m. The results from calculation 

using measured inflow values from Bergab is shown in Table 36. The results indicate that the 

conductivity after grouting is around 120 times less than the conductivity before. The average 

sealing effect is 95,2 %. 
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5.4.3 Norrströmstunnel 
 

Data from only one weir is used to estimate the inflow in the track tunnel of Norrströmstunnel. 

This is due to the high uncertainty present if the inflow is evaluated from the other weirs located at 

the Norrströmstunnel. The weir used has the ID 9523NC07MD and is situated in the service 

tunnel at 34+500. The calculation is based on 17 different measurements performed from October 

2013 to late February 2014.  

 

The influence zone of weir 9523NC07MD was estimated to be 517 meters, spanning 34+491 to 

35+009. The inflow is further divided equally between 4 tunnel tubes. The conductivity before 

grouting at Norrströmstunnel is taken as 1,3 ∙ 10−7 m/s, which is the same value as used for 

designing original grouting concept 2. The inflow before grouting was estimated as 46,0 l/min/100 

m according to Table 4 on page 12. 

 

The results from the calculation in accordance with Table 37 indicate that the average inflow after 

grouting is approximately 2,7 l/min/100 m tunnel, giving a sealing effect of 94,1 % as an average. 

The reduction of conductivity is roughly from 1,3 ∙ 10−7 m/s  to 2,6 ∙ 10−9, or about 200 times 

less. 

 
Table 37: Results from calculation based on measurement from weir 9523NC07MD. Note that only 9 of the 

17 measurement taken into account in the calculation is shown in the table. 

 
 

Since the weir used to estimate the sealing effect for Norrströmstunnel is located in a service 

tunnel but not track tunnel, there is some uncertainty present in the determination of inflow after 

grouting per tunnel. According to Anna Almerheim at Bergab, water has a tendency to end up in 

the service tunnel, since that is at most parts the lowest point, perhaps making the track tunnel 

seem dryer. For that reason a sensitivity analysis for the inflow has been made and presented in 

Figure 56.  

Table 36: Results from calculation based on measurement from weir 9515ST18MD 
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Figure 55: Sensitivity analysis on the how conductivity is affected by change in inflow [l/min/100m]. Also 

showing how sealing effect develops with changing inflow. The reduction ratio k/kg is the ratio between the 

initial conductivity at the area divided by the calculated conductivity of the grouted zone.  

From Figure 56 it is obvious that the amount of inflow has a considerable effect on the outcome of 

the grouting, especially at values less than 2 l/min/100m. The sealing effect requirement for 

Norrströmstunnel was 87 %. It can be seen that the inflow has to be very high, or around 6 

l/min/100 m (k/kg < 100), in order to the grouting work not meeting requirements.  

 

5.4.4 Södermalmstunnel 
 

Measured inflow from two weir is included in the sealing effect calculations for 

Södermalmstunnel, based on data from 9 different dates. The first one is 9528ZU01MD which is 

located at the track tunnel at 35+465. The second weir, 9528ZU02MD, is also located in the track 

tunnel at 35+760.  

 

The influence zone for 9528ZU01MD has been calculated as having length of 298 meters, 

spanning from 35+458 – 34+755. The initial conductivity is taken from the document Strategi för 

Injekteringsarbeten, where is it stated that the average conductivity of Södermalmstunnel is 3,5 ∙
10−8, which is quite low meaning that the rock mass was quite tight even before the grouting 

began. The results from calculation for weir 9528ZU01MD are shown in Table 38. Average 

sealing effect is 66,4 %. Although that value is considerably lower than for the other projects, the 

requirement was only 64 %, due to quite low inflow before grouting. The reduction in 

conductivity is about 5,0 times from that present before grouting. The necessary sealing in not 

achieved on two occasions as can be seen in Table 38. The required inflow after grouting was 4,0 

l/min/100, which is not achieved for the measurements dated 2013-12-16, and 2013-10-21. The 

average values however meets the required criteria. The reasons for why two measurements do not 

meet demand has not been studied in detail, it could be due to heavy rains in the area those days. 
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Table 38: Results from calculation based on measurement from weir 9528ZU01MD. 

 
 

For weir 9528ZU02MD the calculated influence zone has a length of 239 meters, and is divided 

equally between two tunnel tubes. As can be seen in Table 39 the measured inflow values are very 

low (less than 1 l/min). Except for the first measurement from March 17, 2014. However 

according to the inflow data shown in Appendix D, this 4,29 l/min value has not been confirmed 

(sv. ej granskad) and is thus marked using grey color in the table. The value is though taken into 

account in the calculation. 

Table 39: Results from calculation based on measurement from weir 9528ZU02MD. 

 
 

The measured inflow is much less than for weir 9528ZU01MD, and meets demand on all 

occasions. The calculated sealing effect is very high, due to that the zone is almost completely dry 

according to the data. Consequently the reduction ratio for conductivity is also high or c.a. 140, 

that is by also considering the first data point, showing a reduction ratio of 36,5. If that 

measurement is neglected the average reduction ratio is roughly 155,0.  

 

5.4.5 Sensitivity analysis of inflow data 
 

The purpose of the below Figure 57 is to show what parameters have the most influence when 

calculating the conductivity of the grouted zone according to Equation 11. From the figure it is 

evident that the inflow (𝑞𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) has the most influence, especially at low inflow. The conductivity 

prior to grouting and depth also have considerable effect, while the effect of skin factor is quite 

low. 
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Figure 56: Sensitivity analysis for calculated conductivity of the grouted zone. The inflow in this case is 

1,84 l/min when the influence of other parameters are tested. The conductivity is 1,3·10-7while testing the 

other parameters. 

 

5.4 Summary of results 

This chapter will summarize and compare the results from the different sub-projects previously 

obtained in this chapter. The purpose in doing this is to determine key values that will support further 

discussion, both on quality and the economic consequences of the grouting work at the different 

locations chosen for the analysis. The comparison is carried out in 4 parts: 

 Comparison considering all fans 

 Comparison considering only normal fans 

 Statistics 

 Comparison of sealing effect and acquired conductivity after grouting 

 

5.4.1 Comparison considering all fans 
 

In total 96 pre-grouting rounds, containing 2.892 grouting holes, were included in the assessment 

of the grouting work at Citybanan, with combined span of 1.351 meters, of the total 5,8 km length 

of Citybanan. The results should therefore give a pretty good idea for how the grouting work was 

carried out at the 4 sub-projects, regarding both pumping times and volume of grout used. It 

should be kept in mind that the purpose for comparing the results is not the make any final 

judgments, but rather to shine a light on the matter on how the grouting turned out at the chosen 

stretches, considering time and volume parameters. 

 

The results from the analysis taking all fans into account are presented in Table 40. The 329 m 

section of Vasatunnel & Odenplan has both the highest total pumping time and volume. While the 

grouting work at Norrströmstunnel has the lowest values in each category. Drilled meters are 

found by summing up the lengths of each hole in every fan. From that sub-project 

Norrmalmstunnel turned out to have the highest combined drilling length, or c.a. 16,5 km. The 

total pumping time combined is roughly 750 hours, with a total volume of c.a. 275.000 liters. 
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Table 40: Results from analysis of grouting protocols considering all fans. 

 
 

It is interesting to look closer into each sub-project and see what were the highest and lowest 

pumping times and volume for a single fan, as well as digging even further to see the maximum 

pumping time and volume spent grouting a single hole. Those results are shown in Table 41 

below. It can be seen from there that 15,33 hours was the maximum pumping time for a single 

fans of all the 96 fans. That was fan 35+846 at Södermalmstunnel. Minimum time is pretty similar 

for all the tunnels, 3,6 – 4,0 hours. The highest grout take for a single fan occurred at Vasatunnel 

& Odenplan, where fan 31+989 had a total take of 8.874 liters in 30 holes. The highest volume for 

a single hole was 887 liters, unsurprisingly located at the fan with the highest volume, at 31+989 

at Vasatunnel & Odenplan. Maximum time spent on a grouting the same holes was in 

Södermalmstunnel, where it took 2,3 hours grouting hole number 17 at fan 35+846.  

 

Table 41: Maximum and minimum pumping time and volume values used on grouting single fans and 

single holes, occurring in the analysis of grouting protocols. 

 
 

In order to being able to compare the outcome between the sub-projects the results are normalized 

using two parameters. The first one is the length of the stretch evaluated. The 354 m at 

Norrmalmstunnel is used to determine the normalization factor, see the first column in Table 42. 

Each value in the other columns are then multiplied, so that the values from Table 41 are 

multiplied with the normalization factor. Then naturally the values increase for each project except 

Norrmalmstunnel which stays the same, due to the fact that the normalization factor is 1,00. 

 

Table 42: Normalized values for length of stretch analysed 

 
 

From Table 42 certain key values can be determined. Those values are presented in Table 43. It 

turns out that pumping time in hours/meter tunnel is the highest for Vasatunnel, and lowest for 

Norrströmstunnel. Grouted volume per hour is highest in the Norrströmstunnel, but lowest at 

Södermalmstunnel. Going even further to reach comparable values, two parameters are obtained. 

Those are volume per hour per hole [l/h/hole] and volume per hour per meter [l/h/m]. That values 
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indicate that for both parameters the highest values were achieved occur at sub-project City 

(Norrmalms- and Norrströmstunnel). Södermalmstunnel has the lowest value in both categories. 

 

Table 43: Key values for normalized length. 

 
 

The same procedure is used to normalize the results in Table 44, however this time the 

normalization is made considering number of grouting holes. Again Norrmalmstunnel, with 788 

holes, is used as a reference to scale up the calculated values for the other tunnels. 

Norrströmstunnel has the highest normalization factor, due to the fact that the grouting hole count 

is by far the lowest for that project, or 343 holes which is more than 200 less holes than for the 

project which has the second lowest hole count. 

Table 44: Normalized for number of holes 

 
 

The key values from the normalization with number of holes are shown in Table 45. Similar to the 

prior normalization Vasatunnel & Odenplan displays the highest pumping time per hole, or 

roughly 18 minutes. The sub-project Norrströms- and Södermalmstunnel are not far behind with 

approx. 16 minutes of pumping time per hole. Although Vasatunnel & Odenplan has the highest 

pumping time, it also has the highest volume per hole. This indicates pretty high performance in 

achieving high volume per hours grouting. It could also mean the presence of large fractures that 

had high grout takes at the time of grouting. When the two parameters, volume per hour per hole 

[l/h/hole] and volume per hour per meter [l/h/m] are inspected is turns out that Norrmalmstunnel 

has the highest value in both categories, with Vasatunnel & Odenplan coming in second.  

Table 45: Key numbers considering normalization by number of holes 

 
 

5.4.2 Comparison considering “normal” fans 
 

In this sub-chapter an identical procedure to that used in 5.4.1 will be used, but only considering 

the normal fans. This means that the special fans have been excluded from the calculations. The 

purpose is to see the effect this has on the final results, and how much the special fans deviate the 
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outcome. In total 27 fans are left out, 8 for Vasatunnel & Odenplan, 4 at Norrmalmstunnel, 9 at 

Norrströmstunnel, and 6 at Södermalmstunnel. Meaning that 69 are left in the calculation. The 

total length of the stretch for normal fans is 985 meters.  

 

The results from the analysis of grouting protocols for the 4 different sub-projects are shown in 

Table 46. It can be seen that the total pumping time is far the lowest for Norrströmstunnel, 

explained by that the number of fans and holes analyzed are the lowest for that project. The total 

number of holes are 2.015. The combined total pumping time is about 516 hours, with a total 

volume of 204.000 liters. 

Table 46: Results from analysis of grouting protocols considering only special fans. 

 

Maximum and minimum values for both pumping time and volume per single fan is shown in 

Table 47. The two last columns in the table present the difference in % between the highest values 

and lowest values for each sub-project. The highest pumping time for a fan is still in Vasatunnel & 

Odenplan, but now it is fan 32+245. Norrströmstunnel display the lowest ratio between the max. 

and min. values, with max. as 8,79 hours and min. 3,83 hours.  

Table 47: Maximum and minimum pumping times and volume used on grouting single fans, occurring in 

the analysis of grouting protocols for normal fans. 

 
 

Table 48 presents the normalization factors and scaling calculations, based normalization for 

length of stretch. Again Norrmalmstunnel, 310 m, is used as a reference value.  

Table 48: Normalized values for length of stretch considering only normal fans.  

 
 

The key values obtained from the normalization in Table 48 are presented in Table 49. Volume 

per hour of grout pumped value are generally higher from what they were when all fans were 

taken into account. Norrmalmstunnel still has the highest volume per hour, with Vasatunnel & 

Odenplan having the second highest. Norrströmstunnel still has the lowest time spent grouting per 

meter tunnel (c.a. 25 minutes), Vasatunnel & Odenplan has the highest time or roughly 38 

minutes. When volume per hour per hole [l//h/hole] is inspected Norrströmstunnel display the 

highest consumption, and for volume per hour per meters [l/h/m] Norrmalmstunnel has the highest 

value, with Vasatunnel & Odenplan not far behind. 
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Table 49: Key values for normalized length of stretch considering only normal fans. 

 
 

The same procedure is used to normalize the results with respect to number of grouting holes. 

Norrmalmstunnel, with 657 holes, is used as a reference value when determining the 

normalization factors for the other tunnels. The normalization factors for number of holes and the 

scaling of other values are shown in Table 50 below. 

Table 50: Normalized values for number of holes, considering only normal fans. 

 
 

Lastly the key values obtained from the normalization of values according to number of grouting 

holes, are shown in Table 51. Vasatunnel & Odenplan has the highest volume used per hole (c.a. 

132 liters), the tunnels at sub-project City show similar results, and Södermalmstunnel has the 

lowest volume per hole. The highest grouting time per hole also occurs at Vasatunnel & 

Odenplan, while the lowest is at Norrmalmstunnel. Norrmalmstunnel has the maximum value 

when considering both l/h/hole and l/h/m.  

Table 51: Key numbers considering normalization based on number of holes, only considering normal fans 

 
 

5.4.3 Statistics 
 

In this sub-chapter a statistical analysis of the results from the grouting protocols will be made. It 

is interesting to see to what extent pumping time and volume fluctuated between fans. The 

purpose is to give the reader an idea on how much variance in the pumping time and volume 

actually was for the grouting work at the different tunnels.  

 

Table 52 demonstrates the average pumping time for the fans at each project (considering all 

fans), as well as standard deviation, variance, and coefficient of variation. Coefficient of variation 

is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value, and shows the variability in 

relation to the mean value of the data set. 

 

                                                   𝐶𝑣 =
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
=
𝜎

𝜇
                                                     (12) 
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Vasatunnel & Odenplan has the highest average pumping time from its 24 fans, or 9,58 hours. 

Norrmalmstunnel has the lowest mean time of 6,64 hours. The coefficient of variation is highest 

for Södermalmstunnel, with Vasatunnel & Odenplan displaying almost the same value. This 

indicates that the pumping times from one fan to the other had a high degree of variability at those 

tunnels. 

Table 52: Statistics from calculation of total pumping time, considering all fans. 

 
 

In Table 53, the same parameters are shown for the grouted volume. Vasatunnel & Odenplan has 

the highest average grouted volume of 3.691 liters. The lowest average volume occurs at 

Norrströmstunnel, or 2.145 liters. The coefficient of variation is highest for Vasatunnel & 

Odenplan, and lowest for Norrströmstunnel. 

Table 53: Statistics from calculation of total volume grouted, considering all fans. 

 

The correlation between the pumping time and grouted volume data sets is presented in Table 54. 

In general, correlation describes the degree of relationship between two variables. For the 

evaluation here, it means the degree of relationship between the time and volume. I.e. when 

pumping time is high, does the volume also follow and exhibits high volume grouted? From Table 

54 it is evident that the correlation is quite low in sub-projects Norrströms- and 

Södermalmstunnel.  Note that this does not produce a sign of negative grouting, it is most likely 

that the geology is the cause of this, because flow is highly dependent on fracture aperture. The 

aperture sizes present during grouting can have been varying between fans. Also the grouting 

crew and equipment can have an influence on this. The correlation is quite high for both 

Vasatunnel & Odenplan and Norrmalmstunnel. 

Table 54: Correlation between pumping time and grouted volume data sets, considering all fans. 

 

Tables 55 – 57 below is the same statistical comparison as above, however only considering 

normal fans. The results are similar for Table 55, Vasatunnel & Odenplan shows the highest 

average grouting time, as well as the highest coefficient of variation (according to Equation 12). In 

this case Södermalmstunnel has the lowest coefficient of variation, indicating that the absence of 

special fans has a considerable effect on the variability in pumping time between fans. 
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Table 55: Statistics from calculation of total pumping time, considering only normal fans. 

 

Table 56 includes the statistical calculation for grouted volume. Vasatunnel & Odenplan has the 

highest average volume of 4.015 liters, while Norrströmstunnel has the lowest value 2.175 liters. 

The coefficient of variation is the lowest for Norrströmstunnel, as it was when all fans were 

considered, while Vasatunnel & Odenplan has the highest coefficient of variation for volume 

grouted.  

Table 56: Statistics from calculation of total volume grouted, considering only normal fans. 

 

Lastly the correlation between the time and volume data sets, considering only normal fans is 

presented in Table 57. Norrströmstunnel displays even less correlation than before, while 

Norrmalmstunnel and Vasatunnel & Odenplan still have high correlation between time and 

volume used during the grouting works. 

Table 57: Correlation between pumping time and grouted volume data sets, considering only normal fans. 

 

 

5.4.4 Sealing effect 

 
The final part of this comparison of results chapter, is to introduce and see to what extent the rock 

mass was sealed during the grouting works at Citybanan. That includes calculated sealing effects 

based on estimated inflow before and measured inflow after grouting, as well as calculation of the 

conductivity of the grouted zone (according to Equation 11), and comparing it to the average 

conductivity of the rock mass before grouting. 

 

In total, inflow measurements from 7 weirs are used to calculate the sealing effect at Citybanan 

tunnels, 2 for each sub-project except for Norrströmstunnel where only 1 weir is used. Note that 

the calculation is based on measurements from weirs that have a large influence zone, meaning 

that the calculations reflect average conditions, the sealing could be better at some parts of the 

tunnel and worse at others. Also when estimating the inflow per tunnel tube the inleakage is 

divided equally between number of tubes, when in fact conditions could be different depending on 

which tube is looked at in reality.  

 

In Table 58 the results from the calculation of sealing effects are presented and compared, both 

based on average and “worst case” values. Worst case meaning the highest measured inflow each 

time. As can be seen in the table, the requirement for sealing effect is met at all tunnels for average 
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values, although to different extents. The strictest requirement was for Vasatunnel where the 

inflow should have been decreased from 40,7 l/min/100 m down to 3,0 l/min/100 m or 93 %. The 

average calculated sealing effect for that part was roughly 95%.  

 

Table 58: Sealing effect based on inflow in liters/minute/100 m tunnel- tube 

 
 

The lowest average sealing effect is calculated for Södermalmstunnel, or around 81,3 %, that is in 

completely normal range since the requirement was 64 % due to quite low inflow before grouting, 

11,1 l/min/100 m. However the two weirs used for Södermalmstunnel show very high degree of 

variability in the measured inflow. While for 9528ZU02MD the zone appears to be almost 

completely sealed, the inflow for 9528ZU01MD show an average inflow of 3,70 l/min/100 m 

tunnel tube. For that weir, demands regarding inflow are not met on 2 of the 9 measured occasions 

when the calculation is based on worst case values. However if an average value is taken from the 

worst case number for the two weir the requirement is met, by 1,5 %. At Norrmalmstunnel the 

sealing effect is over 95%, where the requirement was 88 %. For Norrströmstunnel the sealing 

effect is around 94,1 % based on average values, and 89,8 % based on worst case values. The 

requirement for Norrströmstunnel was a sealing effect of 87 %. For Odenplan the requirement 71 

% was met with the average sealing effect of c.a. 84 %. 

 

In Table 59 on next page the effect of grouting at Citybanan, based on reduction in hydraulic 

conductivity as a result of the grouting is estimated. Calculation of conductivity after grouting is 

done according to Equation 11. Then the ratio of the average conductivity before grouting and the 

conductivity of the grouted zone is determined.  

 

The results indicate that the maximum reduction in rock mass conductivity occurred as a result of 

the grouting at Vasatunnel, or c.a. 230 – 250 times, with acquired conductivity of 1,5 ∙ 10−9 m/s. 

This is very high reduction, but can partly be explained by the high demands on the grouting, or a 

sealing effect of 93 %. The grouting at both Odenplan and Södermalm show a reduction ratio of 

roughly 21, and 8,0 respectively based on worst case values. Meaning that the conductivity of the 

grouted zone is 21 and 8,0 times less than the average rock mass conductivity surrounding the 

tunnel. For both tunnels this can be partly explained due to the fact that the rock mass was had 

high sealing (low conductivity) before grouting. Thus it didn’t require much reduction to achieve 

acceptable results. However if average values are inspected the ratio is 26 and 71 respectively. The 

variability is very high depending on weir for Södermalmstunnel, 9528ZU01MD shows on 

average a ratio of approx. 5,0 while 9528ZU02MD has an average of 138.  For sub-project 

Norrmalmstunnel the results are quite similar, or around 110 times less conductivity after 

grouting, when looking at both the average and the worst case values. The variation between worst 

case and average conditions is higher for Norrströmstunnel, or 204 times reduction from average 
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values compared to 109 times for worst case values. The calculated conductivities after grouting 

are all (except for 9528ZU01MD) in the range of 10-9 (0,008 – 0,06 Lugeon), which is a very good 

sealing even for tunnels spanning through highly populated areas as Stockholm. 

Table 59: Ratio of hydraulic conductivities before and after grouting work 
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6. DISCUSSION 

 

6.1 Interpretation of results 
 

A comprehensive analysis comparing different sub-projects ensuring definite or completely 

reliable results regarding which project had the most efficient grouting work, is hard to carry out. 

The number of factors and uncertainties present, such as geology, equipment capacity, grout mix 

properties, skills of grouting personnel and more, make it hard to compare works between 

projects. The goal of the analysis of grouting protocols and inflow after grouting relevant to this 

thesis has been attempting to reduce the before mentioned uncertainty as much as possible. The 

stretches chosen from the sub-projects all have very similar geological conditions, supporting that 

the pumping time and volume calculations can be regarded as representative, and comparable. In 

the words of Mats Holmberg, a grouting expert, when asked about what are the main criteria for 

judging if the grouting operations at Citybanan were successful, “…Grout consumption should 

also be easy to compare between projects. Average key figures should be valid as the geological 

setting is similar between projects.” 

 

Below a summary of main key values obtained from the analysis in the previous chapter is 

compiled. A ranking of the results from the sub-projects will not be performed. In general the 

criteria for determining how successful the grouting was, is that it has been carried out 

economically while still meeting the demands regarding allowed inleakage. That is, to fulfill 

requirements set by the Environmental court but still minimizing the costs in doing so. 

 

In Table 60 the main key values from analysis of grouting protocols are shown, all fans 

considered. The values chosen as representative for the outcome of the grouting are pumping time 

and volume that have been normalized for both length of stretch analyzed and amount of grouting 

holes, as well as volume consumed per hour. The volume per hour number gives an indication on 

how productive the grouting was in each case, however it could be debated whether a high or a 

low value in that category is better.  

 

Table 60: Summary of the main results from analysis of grouting protocols, by considering key values for 

both time and volume. All fans included. 

 
 

By first inspecting the grouting time, it is evident that for the two tunnels at sub-project City 

(Norrmalm- and Norrströmstunnel) the least amount of time was spent pumping grout per meter 

tunnel. This is also the case for time per grouting hole, however the values for the other tunnels 

are quite similar in that case. The highest mean pumping time per meter tunnel is for the sub-

project North (Vasatunnel & Odenplan), which also has the highest values regarding grouted 

volume. Södermalmstunnel has the lowest amount of grout pumped per hole. It can be said (based 
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on Table 60) that the grouting at Norrströmstunnel is the most economical since there the average 

least amount of grout was pumped using the shortest time per meter tunnel. Of course this is 

dependent on that the inleakage requirements are met, which will be discussed in more detail later 

in this sub-chapter. 

 

In Table 61 the same summary of key figures is shown, now only considering normal fans. In 

short the results do not change much from previously, when all fans were considered. The 

grouting times per meter are still the lowest for sub-project City. However Södermalmstunnel now 

has the second lowest grouting time per hole, and not Nörrströmstunnel as before. Grout 

consumed is the highest at Vasatunnel & Odenplan, which can partly be explained by the strict 

sealing effect requirement that had to be met there (93%). As before it generally can be said that 

Norrströmstunnel has the lowest amount of grout material used and quite low time spent on the 

grouting as well.  

Table 61: Summary of the key results from analysis of grouting protocols. Only normal fans considered. 

 
 

The main factor when determining if grouting is successful or not is to inspect whether inflow 

demands are met. Magnus Eriksson, the designer of the original grouting concepts at Citybanan 

who has performed much research on grouting, states that a comparison based on amount of grout 

used is maybe hard to make fully reliable, since at some parts more experienced personnel could 

be carrying out the grouting work, and adapting the methods on site, than for other parts. Those 

aspects will never be seen in the design itself. Further Magnus states “Basically the main criteria 

of success is whether the inleakage criteria is met or not. If this is the case, criterias on cost and 

other issues can be compared.” Mats Holmberg has similar things to say about the same issue. In 

his words “The main scope for any project is to meet the inleakage requirement. Second scope is 

to execute the grouting as effectively as possible, relative to the actual conditions and 

requirements.”  

 

Table 62 includes the sealing effect demand, calculated sealing effects based on inflow 

measurement from weirs performed recently (2013-2014) by Bergab, and the average reduction 

ratio (conductivity before grouting divided by conductivity after grouting) for the different sub-

projects. The sealing effect can be divided into two cases, the first one is based on the single 

“worst” measurement, i.e. the highest measured inflow value. If two weirs are used to estimate the 

sealing effect at a tunnel, an average of the “highest inflow” measurements from each weir are 

averaged as the worst case sealing effect. While the second case is the average sealing effect from 

all measurements performed by Bergab for each sub-project. 

 

In general the sealing effect meets requirements for all sub-projects both for average and worst 

case values. There were however 2 measurements out of 9 for weir 9528ZU01MD at 

Södermalmstunnel which did not quite meet the sealing effect requirement of 64% (47,3% and 

62,2% respectively). The highest sealing effect of 95,1 % and 95,2% was calculated for 

Vasatunnel and Norrmalmstunnel. Vasatunnel had the highest demand, or 93 %. The demand at 
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Norrmalmstunnel was 88%. The grouting at Norrströmstunnel resulted in 89,8 % sealing for worst 

case values, and 94,1% for average values, both meeting the demand of 87 %. Södermalmstunnel 

has the lowest acquired sealing effect, on average 81,3%, which is still high above the demand of 

64%. 

Table 62: Sealing effect demand, calculated sealing effects, both based on average values and the single 

worst case measurement value (i.e. the highest measured inflow). Acquired reduction ratios calculated for 

the different sub-projects are also shown.  

 
 

Inspecting the average reduction ratios, the lowest value occurs at Odenplan, which can be 

explained by the fact that the rock mass was pretty well sealed before the grouting started. Both 

Vasatunnel and Norrströmstunnel have very high reduction ratios as a result of the grouting. At 

both those tunnels the inflow before grouting was quite high, 40-46 liters/min/100m, demanding 

very high reduction ratio if the necessary sealing effect was to be fulfilled. Norrmalmstunnel has a 

reduction ratio of 116, and Södermalmstunnel roughly 71, both sub-projects still meeting the 

sealing effect demands. Södermalmstunnel seems to have a zone which is quite wet in the 

influence area of weir 9528ZU01MD (35+458-35+755), where two measurements indicated that 

the inflow demand is not met. Other parts of the tunnel is almost completely dry (influence area of 

9528ZU02MD). 

 

The difficulty level of grouting work in general has been talked about in Table 5 on page 13, 

ranging from uncomplicated to very difficult grouting. In Table 63 the calculated values for both 

conductivity of the grouted zone, and sealing effect are used to arrange the grouting works into 

difficulty classes. The numbering in Table 63 is as follows: 

 

1. Vasatunnel 

2. Odenplan 

3. Norrmalmstunnel 

4. Norrströmstunnel 

5. Södermalmstunnel 

Table 63: Level of grouting difficulty acquired for the sub-projects based on calculated values. 
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The requirement values regarding inflow before grouting (3-6 l/min/100m) and conductivities 

(calculated from Equation 11)  for the grouted zone, demanded difficult grouting for all sub-

projects except Vasatunnel which falls into the very difficult grouting class due to high sealing 

effect demand before grouting. All tunnels were to obtain conductivity of <10-8 from the grouting 

works. The values in Table 63 shows the arrangement of the tunnels into classes according to the 

calculated values. Vasatunnel, Norrmalstunnel, and Norrströmstunnel then can be said to have 

fulfilled the very difficult grouting criteria, by obtaining sealing effect ratio of >90% (and k<10-8). 

Odenplan and Södermalmstunnel fall into the difficult grouting class, with acquired sealing effect 

under 90%.  

 

In general it can be said that the grouting procedures were successful for all of Citybanan tunnels 

that were the topic of discussion in this thesis, since the calculated inleakage requirements (track 

tunnels) are met in all cases. The pumping time and grout consumption were different however as 

has been shown earlier, providing means of discussing the economical aspects. 

 

6.2 Connecting stop criteria and grouting results 
 

As has been traced in detail earlier in this thesis the stop criteria was modified from what was 

stated by the original concepts, to varying extents depending on sub-project. It is therefore 

interesting to investigate how the stop-criteria developed, and even attempt to point out what 

approach proved to be most economical.  In Table 64 below a summary of the stop criteria, both 

according to the original concepts and the ones that were actually used during the grouting works, 

are presented. 

Table 64: The stop-criteria used at Citybanan. Stop-criteria according to the original concepts are marked 

with grey. Also the adapted stop-criteria generally applied at the 4 sub-projects during the actual grouting 

works are shown. The values for pumping time, volume, and pressure are the maximum values allowed in 

each case. The flow values are the minimum flow allowed over time so that the grouting could be stopped. 

 
 

The original concepts proved to be overly conservative, as the trial groutings at Bangården access 

tunnel showed, especially regarding max. pumping time and volume per hole. During the grouting 

works a flow stop-criteria was incorporated in all cases, although such criteria was not a part of 

the general design.  

 

At Vasatunnel & Odenplan the original concepts were followed at the start of the grouting works, 

but as a results of some failed results modifications had to be made at areas where the rock mass 

had high transmissivity. At first a more stepwise procedure was adapted where at maximum 1200 l 

could be pumped for a single hole, this was then later changed again to 800 l.  The procedures at 

sub-project City were adapted mainly influenced by the results of the trial groutings at Bangården, 

including lowered pumping times and volume (Norrström). At Södermalmstunnel, special 

grouting had to be utilized at some passages both due to the presence of low rock cover at parts 
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and also the excavation was going on in close proximity to other underground structures. At those 

zones both the fan layout was changed, as well as the stop criteria. 

 

As has been shown before in this chapter the results indicate that the grouting at Norrströmstunnel 

was most economical, based on that there an impressive sealing was achieved while still using the 

minimum amount of time and considerably low grout consumption as well. Lowering the 

maximum pumping time and volume seems to have been justifiable since the requirements are 

met.  

 

Generally a grouting design that defines the following stop criteria has been most effective for 

grouting at Citybanan, according to the calculations performed for this thesis: 

  

 Maximum time per hole – Maximum volume per hole – Minimum flow over time 

          (20 min/hole)                        (200 – 250 l/hole)                    (2 l / 2 min) 

 

The values for time, volume, and flow are the ones used generally at Norrströmstunnel, which had 

the most economical grouting according to the calculations, considering pumping time and 

volume consumed. 

 

6.3 Effect of grout mix selection on grouting results 
 

Three different grout mixes were used in the Citybanan tunnels analyzed in this thesis, including 

two different cements. For Vasatunnel & Odenplan, Rheocem 650 with approximately 1 % 

addition of Rheobuild 1000 was used. For sub-project City (Norrmalm and Norrström) Injektering 

30 (INJ30) with approx 2 % Setcontrol was utilized, while at Södermalmstunnel INJ30 with 

approx. 0,65 % addition of Cementa HPM was used.  

 

Prior to the grouting works and application of grouting mixes, laboratory experiments were made 

to determine the properties of the mixes. The experiments on Rheocem 650 and INJ30 with 

Setcontrol was performed in 2009 by Almir Draganovic at KTH, by order of Mats Holmberg. The 

testing of INJ30 w/HPM used at Södermalmstunnel was also performed in 2009 at a location in 

Södermälarstand. The main conclusions from those two measurements are presented in Appendix 

F: Results from testing of grout mixes used at Citybanan.  

 

There are number of factors that need to be considered when choosing grouting cement and 

additives, such as setting time, penetration ability, yield strength, viscosity, stability against 

filtering etc. A calculation of the penetration ability of the grout mixes used at Citybanan is shown 

in Figure 59. The calculation of the penetration of each grout mix is done according to Equations 

6 – 10 in Chapter 3. Penetration is measure on how far the grout can penetrate into fractures 

(Tolppanen & Syrjänen, 2003).  

From Figure 59 it can be seen that the Rheocem 650 mix produces the highest penetration ability, 

roughly 11,5 m when considering 40 minutes of grouting time, as was done in the original 

concepts. The INJ 30 mixes show penetration ability of 5 – 6 m. The bcritical for Rheocem 650 is 

115 µm, while 85 µm and 91 µm for the INJ30 with Setcontrol and INJ30 with HPM respectively. 

This explains the high penetrability of Rheocem 650, which is so high it may even risk 

uncontrolled spreading of the grout. 

 

Mats Holmberg, who worked on the grouting at Norrströmstunnel, states that INJ30 w/Setcontrol 

was chosen at Norrströmstunnel based on that the grout mix properties of INJ30 were thought well 

suited. That is, good penetration and control of grout spread. When asked about how much cost 

played a role in choosing grouting cement, he says that he has no insight in that area. He further 

states that the quicker setting time (see Table 20 on page 43) for Rheocem 650 was not considered 
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to be an advantage as rock excavation was ongoing at many tunnel faces simultaneously. For that 

fact waiting time was not an issue at the time.  

 

 

Figure 57: Calculated penetration ability for the three different grout mixes used at Citybanan. For 

Rheocem 650 and INJ30 w/Setcontrol two lines are shown, the first one based on properties when the mix 

is fresh and the second one for the same mix that has been standing for 30 minutes. Note that the 

dimensioning aperture is 80 µm, and the excess pressure is 2 MPa which are the same values used for 

calculating penetration for the original concepts (see Figure 16). 

Just by looking at the results of sealing calculations performed as a part of this project, the highest 

calculated sealing effect is for Vasatunnel where Rheocem 650 was used. However the other 

tunnels also show a high degree of sealing, so the effect of grout cement selected on the final 

results of the grouting work is hard to pinpoint. 

 

 

6.4 Effect of contract types on client – contractor interaction 
 

The contract types adapted at Citybanan have previously been described earlier in this thesis, on 

page 34. The contract types used had not been used in exactly the same way at earlier projects. 

Due to the complexity of the Citybanan project, it was decided that close relations regarding all 

aspects of the construction between the client and contractor should prevail. For all sub-projects 

except Norrmalmstunnel the payment procedure was after so-called cost-plus procedures, causing 

little or no economic risk for the contractor. The purpose of these contracts was to focus on 

producing high quality construction without bickering about money. The payment procedure for 

Norrmalmstunnel was the before traditional fixed price payments, but with adjustable quantities. 

 

Max Hellstöm and Alexander Spak, who worked on site at Norrströmstunnel, claim that the client 

and contractor (NCC) worked very closely together. They say that no major conflicts or 

disagreements happened during the grouting works at Norrstömstunnel.  Further on, Spak posits 

that is was decided early on that the regular fixed price contract was not entirely suitable and the 

partnering cost-plus contract has worked fine. 

 

Jonas Paulsson, the on-site geologist at Vasatunnel & Odenplan projects had similar things to say 

about the client – contractor (Bilfinger) interaction. He states that both the design and adaptations 

were carried out in close cooperation with the contractor. 
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It is difficult to say if the contract types had any major influence on the final outcome of the 

grouting, just based on the evaluation of protocols and sealing effect for the chosen stretches. It 

can however be said that the high degree of partnering and cooperation of the client with the 

contractors with the goal to product high quality construction, seems to have worked very well 

since all requirement regarding inflow are met according to the calculations done for this thesis. 

 

6.5 Thoughts and comments from interviews on the grouting 

methodology at Citybanan 
 

The methodology at Citybanan of having a general grouting design as a starting point for the local 

adaption is the first of its kind for a tunneling project in Sweden. According to Magnus Eriksson, 

before there has normally not been any design method applied at all. The original “starting point” 

design, if applied in future projects, thus provides huge potential to the further optimization of 

grouting procedures and their applications in Sweden. By reviewing the design and conclusions 

drawn the knowledge attained can be carried on between projects, constantly building up more 

understanding on the complexities of rock grouting.  

 

According to Magnus Eriksson, the designer of the original concepts, a reliable design made at an 

early phase is essential for the bidding and project planning. He posits what Trafikverket wanted a 

“production friendly” grouting and Magnus along the others was hired to develop such a design. 

The term “production friendly” meant in this case that the design was not optimized for just a 

single fan. Instead of having e.g. water loss measurements determine the grouting class, one 

general concept for the grouting was made. Magnus Eriksson states that as a results of this it might 

take 10 hours to grout one fan and 3 hours grouting the next one. The general design was thus a 

conservative grouting method without any measurement.  

 

The general concepts were adapted quite a lot during the time when the actual grouting works 

were performed, to different extents depending on sub-project. At Vasatunnel & Odenplan it was 

soon discovered that the concepts did not guarantee successful grouting for difficult rock 

conditions. At sub-project City the trial grouting at Bangården revealed that the original concepts 

were quite uneconomical with respect to both grouting time and stop criteria. Mats Holmberg 

posits the following; “The initial design itself was uneconomical and in that respect not 

production friendly, however, I support the idea of using a general grouting concept as basis and 

making the local adaptions to the concepts that is necessary due to project specific requirements 

or conditions. “  

 

Geological conditions prior to the construction of Citybanan were very good, and it has been 

speculated that for some parts the rock was successfully sealed even before the grouting. However 

the original design assumed that continuous grouting cycles were used for the whole stretch. 

When asked about the benefits of using continuous grouting cycle instead of judging the need for 

grouting each time, e.g. using water loss measurements, Magnus Eriksson states, “The continuous 

grouting concept is mainly used to have a good production cycle. The opposite requires 

measurements and maybe grouting which in principle gives less grouting and a quicker 

production but more difficult to plan.” 

 

The method of designing general concepts at an early stage for the Citybanan project helped the 

later local adaptations, as well as creating potential to be learnt from and improved in future 

projects. Although being somewhat uneconomical and not entirely applicable at all locations, the 

persons spoken to for this thesis project all agree that using a general grouting concept for a large 

project like Citybanan, that can be further developed during the local adaption, is hugely 

beneficial. 
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6.6 Means to reduce pumping times during grouting 
 

Figure 59 shows the average percentage of 

the total time spent on each activity within 

the grouting cycle. That is based on 

experiences from 6 tunneling projects from 

1996 – 2004 (Dalmalm, 2004). Time spent 

on pumping the grout into grout holes takes 

up most part of the grouting cycle, or 26 % 

of the total time. The drilling of grout holes, 

and re-grouting (if needed) also covers large 

parts of the cycle.   

 

Thomas Janson at Tyrens AB, gave a 

presentation on the Optimization of the 

grouting process, as a part of the NVF 

conference held in Reykjavik in 2011. There 

he evaluates to what degree each activity 

within the grouting cycle can be optimized  

during planning of coming projects. His 

results are presented in Table 63 below. 

 

Table 65: Possibility of optimization in the grouting cycle. Based on presentation by (Janson, 2011). One + 

meaning little room for optimization, while +++ means great room for optimization. 

 
 

From Thomas´s assessment it is evident that there are great possibilities to reduce the pumping 

time spent while grouting. That can be done in the design, by carefully selecting appropriate grout 

mix depending on penetration, dimensioning aperture, grouting pressure and so on. Thomas also 

mentions that time can be saved by grouting multiple holes at the same time. That of course 

requires more money spent on equipment recourses such as pumps, packers and so on. 

 

The relatively new Real time grouting control method (RTGC) is promising as a method to 

optimize the grouting works on site. The RTGC method is based on theoretical grout spread, and 

is promising in terms of optimizing pumping times and avoid dangers like jacking or upheaving. 

Mats Holmberg posits what the RTGC is in many ways the today´s grouting practice. Several case 

studies have confirmed the theories behind the RTGC. However the application of the method in 

tunneling projects has been very limited so far. Holmberg believes that by doing that the grouting 

practice can be developed even further. 

 

Figure 58: Division of time spent for different 

moments from 6 projects from 1996-2004. 

Based on Dalmalm, 2004. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

 
From the discussion and analysis of the grouting results performed in this thesis some conclusions 

can be drawn, regarding the original/general design, the local adaption, and the evaluation of the 

grouting results. Those include: 

 

Preliminary/Original design 

 

1. The first documented grouting design of its kind for a tunneling project, of this scale and 

complexity, in Sweden based on theoretical grounds. 

2. Conservative and not entirely suited for grouting at large parts of Citybanan in unchanged 

form. 

3. Excellent starting point for the local design, where it was modified to varying extents. 

4. Provides basis for better grouting practice during future projects, as they can be studied and 

the knowledge carried further on to coming projects. 

 

Local design 

 

1. More stepwise procedures, especially at zones with high hydraulic conductivity. 

2. Stop-criteria was developed quite a lot: 

o Flow stop-criteria established in all cases 

o Max. volume per hole modified 

o Max. time per hole lowered in most of the cases 

o Max. pressure modified for conditions each time  

3. Thicker grout mixes allowed instead of only w/c = 0,8, e.g. to minimize need of additional 

grouting and also for filling of grout holes. 

4. Supplementary grouting scenario relaxed. 

5. For a project tunneling, especially of similar scale as Citybanan, trial groutings are a good way 

of establishing relevant stop-criteria for the grouting works. 

 

Evaluation of Grouting Results 

 
1. Inflow requirements set by the Environmental court are met for all sub-projects analyzed. 

2. The most economical grouting were performed at Norrströmstunnel based on good sealing 

while using a lower pumping time and a lower grout consumption compared to the other sub-

projects. 

3. The difficulty class of the obtained grouting results range from difficult to very difficult. 

4. A grouting design that defines the following stop-criteria seems best suited for Citybanan: 

Maximum time per hole – Maximum volume per hole – Minimum flow over time 

 

7.2 Limitations of the analysis performed  
 

The analysis in this report is supposed to give an idea of how successful the grouting work at 

chosen stretches of Citybanan turned out. It is not the objective to say without any doubt that 

grouting at one location was better or worse than at another location, rather to judge the quality 

and cost consequences, based on key values from the grouting work at the chosen stretches of each 

sub-project. 
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There are certain limitation that have to be kept in mind when assessing the evaluation presented 

in this thesis. That includes: 

 

 Only part of the grouting work is analyzed from each project, that is pumping times and 

volume consumption from pre-grouting fans who are all in type A rock conditions. It is 

thus difficult to generalize from the results, although they should give a pretty good idea 

on how the grouting work turned out. 

 Actual on-site works are not studied, that includes equipment capacity, skillfulness of the 

grouting crew etc. 

 Sealing effect calculations are based on measurement from weir that include water from 

often large areas, not only consisting of track tunnel but also service tunnels. The estimated 

inflow to each tunnel tube is done by dividing the flow equally between them. According 

to Anna Almerheim at Bergab, water has the tendency to end up in the service tunnels, 

since that is a most parts the lowest point, possibly making the track tunnels seem dryer. 

 Grouting protocols are to some extent built up differently depending on sub-project, often 

showing different information regarding each fan. The protocols are often being filled out 

by hand during the grouting risking that errors could have been made when filling in 

pumping time and volume for each hole. 

 Perhaps the largest uncertainty arises from the unpredictability of the rock mass to carry 

water. The flow is highly dependent on fracture aperture, where even a part of a millimeter 

can results in drastically higher grout take. This uncertainty factor was though minimized 

in the calculations, by selecting fans that all were grouted in type A rock which had the 

hydraulic conductivity in the range between 10−7 and  10−8. 

 

7.3 Future research 
 

There are future research that can be done both to verify the results in this thesis and in order to 

aid the development of better grouting techniques, as well as optimization of the grouting process. 

Few ideas are mentioned below. 

 

 Keep on expanding the stretches of Citybanan analyzed, that includes inspection of more 

grouting fans, as well as looking into bill of quantities, budget as well as cost figures for the 

grouting works at the different sub-projects.  

 Measuring more accurately the inflow into the different track tunnels at Citybanan, by using 

older weirs not currently in use and pump groups to isolate the track tunnel, so the exact 

inflow can be measured.  

 Pick isolated parts or perceived trouble zones of the track tunnels and calculate sealing 

effects and reduction ratios regarding conductivity. 

 Further inspect the penetration ability and properties of different grouting cements, also 

inspecting new combinations of cement with additives. 

 Further development of RTGC method as it is likely the method that will be used in the 

future for managing the onsite grouting work. Inspect the stop-criteria according to the 

RTCG. 

 Further investigate the capability of silica sol based grout for large production grouting 

purposes. 
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Utvärderingsdiagram Norrmalm. 2009 -07-12.  
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Banverket.  
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8. APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX A: Design drawings 
 

Original concept 1 – Double track-, single track-, and service tunnel (Profile & Section) 
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Original concepts 1 – Station and platform tunnel (Profile & Section) 
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Original concept 2 – Double track-, single track-, and service tunnel (Profile & Section) 
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Original concepts 2 – Station and platform tunnel (Profile & Section) 
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APPENDIX B: Geological prognosis 
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Vasatunnel & Odenplan – Engineer geological prognosis – 31+750 – 32+000 
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Vasatunnel & Odenplan – Engineer geological prognosis – 32+000 – 32+250 
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Norrmalmstunnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 32+950 – 33+200 
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Norrmalmstunnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 32+200 – 32+450 
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Norrströmstunnnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 34+100 – 34+350 
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Norrströmstunnnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 34+300 – 34+550 
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Norrströmstunnnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 34+800 – 35+023 
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Södermalmstunnnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 35+460 – 35+735 
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Södermalmstunnnel – Engineer geological prognosis – 35+735 – 36+035 
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APPENDIX C: Summary tables from analysis of grouting protocols 
 

 

 

 

 

Vasatunnel & Odenplan 
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Norrmalmstunnel 
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Norrströmstunnel 
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Södermalmstunnel 
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APPENDIX D: Inleakage maps, data and limits 

 
Weirs and their influence zones present at sub-project North (Tomteboda – Vasatunnel – 

Odenplan) 
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Weirs and their influence zones present at sub-project City 
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Weirs and their influence zones present at sub-project South 
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Inflow data from Bergab – Used to compare measured inflow to the court rulings by the 

environmental court. 

 

Measurement 1 
 

 
 

Measurement 2 
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Inflow data from Bergab – Data from weirs 
 

I  
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Summarized inflow terms and requirements for stretches as defined by the Environmental 

court rulings. Source: Bergab  
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APPENDIX E: Example of grouting protocol 
 

Fan 33+291 from grouting work at Norrmalmstunnel 
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APPENDIX F: Results from testing of grout mixes used at Citybanan. 

 
Compilation of main results from two separate test on grouting mixes used at Citybanan. 

Source for Rheocem 650, and INJ30 w/Setcontrol: (Draganovic, Provning av injekteringsbruk 

Bangårdstunneln/CItybanan, 2009-10-23).  Source for INJ30 w/HPM: (Haidl & Thorsell, 

2013-03-29). 

 

 


